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ABSTRACT
We derive 2D dust attenuation maps at ∼ 1 kpc resolution from the UV continuum for 10 galaxies
on the z ∼ 2 star-forming main sequence (SFMS). Comparison with IR data shows that 9 out of 10
galaxies do not require further obscuration in addition to the UV-based correction, though our sample
does not include the most heavily obscured, massive galaxies. The individual rest-frame V -band dust
attenuation (AV) radial profiles scatter around an average profile that gently decreases from ∼ 1.8
mag in the center down to ∼ 0.6 mag at ∼ 3− 4 half-mass radii. We use these maps to correct UV-
and Hα-based star-formation rates (SFRs), which agree with each other. At masses <∼ 1011 M,
the dust-corrected specific SFR (sSFR) profiles are on average radially constant at a mass-doubling
timescale of ∼ 300 Myr, pointing at a synchronous growth of bulge and disk components. At
masses >∼ 1011 M, the sSFR profiles are typically centrally suppressed by a factor of ∼ 10 relative
to the galaxy outskirts. With total central obscuration disfavored, this indicates that at least a
fraction of massive z ∼ 2 SFMS galaxies have started their inside-out star-formation quenching
that will move them to the quenched sequence. In combination with other observations, galaxies
above and below the ridge of the SFMS relation have respectively centrally enhanced and centrally
suppressed sSFRs relative to their outskirts, supporting a picture where bulges are built owing to gas
‘compaction’ that leads to a high central SFR as galaxies move toward the upper envelope of the SFMS.
Keywords: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: high-redshift — galaxies: fundamental parameters —
ISM: dust, extinction
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The existence at any epoch of an almost linear cor-
relation between star-formation rate (SFR) and stel-
lar mass (M?), i.e. the star-torming main sequence
(SFMS; Brinchmann et al. 2004; Daddi et al. 2007;
Noeske et al. 2007; Salim et al. 2007; Rodighiero et al.
2011; Whitaker et al. 2012, 2014; Speagle et al. 2014;
Rodighiero et al. 2014; Schreiber et al. 2015), suggests
that galaxies grow in mass and size with cosmic time
in a state of self-regulated semi-equilibrium (e.g., Daddi
et al. 2010; Bouche´ et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2010; Tac-
coni et al. 2010; Dave´ et al. 2012; Lilly et al. 2013; Dekel
et al. 2013; Dayal et al. 2013; Feldmann 2015; Tacchella
et al. 2016b). Understanding the details of this equilib-
rium, as well as the processes that permanently move
galaxies out of the SFMS onto the ‘quenched’ popula-
tion14, necessitates spatially resolved information within
individual galaxies of their stellar mass and SFR density
distributions. This is particularly important at redshifts
of order z ∼ 2, the epoch of the peak of the cosmic SFR
density and of the assembly of a large fraction of the
stellar mass that is seen locked in the z = 0 massive
spheroidal population.
Our SINS/zC-SINF program of Very Large Telescope
(VLT) adaptive optics (AO) SINFONI integral field spec-
troscopy and Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) imaging has
returned a wealth of facts on galaxies on the z ∼ 2 SFMS
(see Section 2.1 for details and references). Specifically,
in Tacchella et al. (2015a) we constrained the M? and
14 We refer to quenched galaxies as galaxies that do not double
their stellar mass within the Hubble time, i.e. sSFR−1 > tH.
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SFR distributions resolved on ∼ 1 kpc scales in ∼ 30
such galaxies with stellar masses above ∼ 109.5 M.
We found that, at the lower-mass end of our sample,
M? <∼ 1011 M, galaxies have flat specific SFR (sSFR)
profiles on average, indicating that they are doubling
their mass at all radii with the same pace. In contrast, at
masses of M? ∼ 1011 M and slightly above, the sSFR
profiles decrease toward the galaxy centers to values of
sSFR−1 & tH (with tH the Hubble time), suggesting
that these galaxies have started their descent toward the
quenched population by decreasing their star-formation
activity in their centers (i.e. quenching ‘inside-out’).
In addition, the central mass density in such massive
star-forming galaxies appears to have already reached
the high values that characterize the z = 0 quenched
spheroidal population of similar mass, consistent with
results by van Dokkum et al. (2010, 2014) and Saracco
et al. (2012).
These results carry implications for both spheroid for-
mation and quenching mechanisms at those early epochs.
Genzel et al. (2014b) measured large nuclear Toomre
Q-values in the same massive galaxies, which they in-
terpreted as indicating that suppression of giant clump
formation is responsible for the centrally suppressed
SFRs in such gas-rich high-z disks. More generally,
the presence of spheroid-like stellar densities in massive
SFMS galaxies with quasi-quenched cores argues for a
direct link between SFMS progenitors and quenched de-
scendants, and in turn for a continuous feeding of the
quenched population with galaxies whose sizes increase
with cosmic time following the same scaling of the star-
forming population. This ‘progenitor bias’ effect (van
Dokkum & Franx 1996) has indeed been argued in some
works to be the driver of most of the observed growth of
the average size of the quenched population at masses of
order ∼ 1011 M (Valentinuzzi et al. 2010; Saracco et al.
2011; Carollo et al. 2013; Cassata et al. 2013; Poggianti
et al. 2013; Fagioli et al. 2016; Williams et al. 2017), i.e.
the SFR- and epoch-independent characteristic mass of
the galaxy mass function since at least z ∼ 4 (e.g., Ilbert
et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2014), which at any epoch en-
tails the bulk of the spheroidal population. Only a small
portion (∼ 15%) of the z = 0 spheroid population reaches
masses substantially above this characteristic mass; the
structural and kinematic properties of such ultramassive
and rare spheroids show unequivocal evidence for a dissi-
pationless formation history (Bender et al. 1989; Carollo
et al. 1993; Faber et al. 1997; Binney & Tremaine 2008;
Emsellem et al. 2011; Cappellari 2016, and references
therein).
Analytical and numerical calculations provide a bench-
mark for interpreting the observed mass and sSFR pro-
files. Lilly & Carollo (2016) show that a mass-dependent
quenching mechanism such as in, e.g., Peng et al. (2010),
acting on star-forming disks whose sSFRs and sizes follow
the cosmic evolution of these parameters, leads to a strat-
ification of stellar density in SFMS galaxies that indeed
achieves spheroidal densities at the onset of quenching
(without, however, any causal connection between stellar
density and quenching, which, in the model, is entirely
driven by total stellar mass). In Tacchella et al. (2016a)
and Tacchella et al. (2016b) we examined the VELA cos-
mological zoom-in simulations of Ceverino et al. 2014 (see
also Zolotov et al. 2015) and found that profiles of stellar
mass and SFR such as those reported in Tacchella et al.
(2015a) are realized through up-and-down oscillation cy-
cles within the upper and lower boundaries of the SFMS.
The physical reason behind these oscillations is the alter-
nate occurrence of strong inward gas flows and gas de-
pletion through gas consumption and outflows (driven by
feedback). The strong inward gas flows lead to substan-
tial compression of the gas reservoir in the galaxy centers
(a process that we refer to as ‘compaction’, see Dekel &
Burkert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2016a).
Compaction leads to strong central starbursts that push
galaxies toward the upper SFMS envelope and add stellar
mass to the bulge components. This compaction event
is followed by gas depletion through gas consumption
and outflows (driven by feedback), which pushes galax-
ies down toward the lower envelope of the SFMS.
An important issue, however, remains: to establish
how the observed shapes of the sSFR profiles are af-
fected by dust extinction. More generally, the spatially
resolved dust attenuation distribution in high-z galaxies
still is poorly understood owing to the scarcity of em-
pirical constraints. However, it can have a significant
impact not only on the inferred star formation distribu-
tion of galaxies but also on the measurement of sizes and
shapes (e.g., van der Wel et al. 2014b,a; Tacchella et al.
2015b), the estimation of the stellar mass surface den-
sity (e.g., Wuyts et al. 2012; Lang et al. 2014; Tacchella
et al. 2015a), the identification of star forming clumps
(e.g., Cibinel et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2018), and the con-
version of the Hα luminosity to the gas surface density
(e.g., Genzel et al. 2014b), to name a few examples. It
is therefore important to investigate the dust attenua-
tion distribution and study its impact on other measured
quantities. We will focus here in this paper specifically
on the impact of the dust attenuation on the inferred
star-formation distribution. In Tacchella et al. (2015a)
we have adopted a uniform attenuation AHα over the face
of galaxies. We found that in the most massive galaxies
(M? > 10
11 M) the sSFR is substantially depressed at
the center while leveling off to high values toward the
outskirts. Yet, the assumption of a uniform attenuation
was crucial, a limitation that we try to alleviate with this
paper. Here we use HST B- and I-band imaging (with
∼ 1 kpc resolution) to construct spatially resolved, rest-
frame (FUV−NUV) color maps from which we derive the
UV continuum slope (β) and from it the UV attenuation.
Generally, the main approach to correct for dust atten-
uation relies on applying a wavelength-dependent dust
attenuation curve (e.g., Seaton 1979; Cardelli et al. 1989;
Fitzpatrick 1999; Reddy et al. 2015) to observational
constraints such as the Balmer decrement (e.g., Calzetti
1997), the ratio of far-infrared (far-IR) to ultraviolet
(UV) emission (IRX = LIR/LUV, e.g., Buat & Xu 1996;
Witt & Gordon 2000; Panuzzo et al. 2003; Buat et al.
2005), or the UV continuum slope (Calzetti et al. 1994;
Meurer et al. 1999). The most reliable technique to esti-
mate the dust attenuation is to measure the flux ratio of
two nebular Balmer emission lines such as Hα/Hβ (i.e.,
the Balmer decrement). Since the value of the Balmer
decrement is set by quantum physics, any deviation from
this expected value may be attributed to dust extinction
(for a fixed electron temperature). Moreover, if dust at-
tenuation is highly patched, this ratio may just reflect the
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less attenuated regions of a galaxy. However, the simul-
taneous detection of Hα/Hβ in higher-redshift galaxies is
observationally challenging, in particular on spatially re-
solved scales. Stacking data of several hundred galaxies
from the 3D-HST survey (Brammer et al. 2012; Skelton
et al. 2014; Momcheva et al. 2016), Nelson et al. (2016a)
derived Balmer decrement maps in z ∼ 1.4 galaxies, find-
ing AHα ≈ 3 mag of dust attenuation localized within the
innermost ≈ 1 kpc.
With the vastly improved sensitivity at submillime-
ter and millimeter wavelengths provided by ALMA and
NOEMA, it is now possible to measure on spatially re-
solved scales the obscured star formation at z > 1. To
date, only a small number of high-z galaxies have been
studied on spatially resolved scales (e.g., Tadaki et al.
2015; Rujopakarn et al. 2016; Barro et al. 2016; Tadaki
et al. 2017; Cibinel et al. 2017; Nelson et al. 2018). Some
of these studies (Tadaki et al. 2015; Barro et al. 2016;
Tadaki et al. 2017) find of the order of 3 − 5 mag extra
attenuation in the galaxy centers relative to their out-
skirts. However, the selection criteria for those samples
(i.e. compact sizes of ∼ 1− 2 kpc, high IR fluxes and/or
very red colors) are clearly different from those for typical
SFMS galaxies that have sizes of 1− 5 kpc.
Substantially shallower dust attenuation radial gradi-
ents are reported in larger samples of high-z star-forming
galaxies (SFGs) by Wuyts et al. (2012), Hemmati et al.
(2015) and Wang et al. (2017), based on a pixel-by-pixel
spectral energy distribution (SED) modelling of photo-
metric data in CANDELS, where the dust attenuation is
constrained mainly from the UV color. The UV contin-
uum slope has been traditionally used to do the dust cor-
rection by relating the the UV slope β to the dust atten-
uation in the UV (i.e. AUV = 4.43 + 1.99β, Meurer et al.
1999). This relation is itself derived from the IRX−β
relation. Under the assumption that all star-forming
galaxies / regions have similar intrinsic UV slopes, and
that their IR luminosity arises from dust heated by the
same UV continuum, it is possible to show that there is a
unique relation between IRX and AUV. The great utility
of this relation is then that it allows dust-corrected SFRs
to be derived based on nothing more than an apparently
straightforward measurement of the UV luminosity and
the spectral slope. Thus, estimating SFRs from UV lumi-
nosities corrected for attenuation in this way has become
common practice especially in high-redshift studies. Still,
this is certainly an imperfect way of constructing sSFR
maps for high-redshift galaxies. Indeed, we know that
for a minority of starburst galaxies this method dramat-
ically underestimates the actual SFR as instead traced by
the FIR luminosity (e.g., Rodighiero et al. 2011). How-
ever, on average the SFRs from attenuation-corrected
UV luminosities appear to agree with FIR-based ones,
as demonstrated by stacking Herschel data for SFMS
galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Rodighiero et al. 2014).
Still, in the local universe, it has been shown that UV
continuum slope is poorly correlated with attenuation, as
probed by IRX, particularly on spatially resolved scales
(e.g., Mao et al. 2012; Boquien et al. 2012; Hao et al.
2011). The main cause for this is that the key assump-
tions are breaking down: individual star-forming regions
can have significantly different ages and hence different
intrinsic UV slopes. Additionally, on small subkilopar-
sec spatial scales, as probed by some of these z ∼ 0 data,
one expects that the IR luminosity at a certain position
is heated by stars at a different position. At higher red-
shifts, these concerns will be partially alleviated since the
age spread in the stellar population is smaller owing to
the upper limit set by the age of the universe and the
spatial resolution of the data is lower, but this must be
tested and the spread in the IRX−β relation quantified.
Testing the IRX−β relationship at high redshift has been
the matter of several studies using Spitzer, Herschel, and
recently also in combination with ALMA observations
(e.g., Reddy et al. 2010, 2012, 2018; Nordon et al. 2013;
McLure et al. 2018; Koprowski et al. 2018). For typical
but little or modestly obscured systems, the results are
broadly consistent with the Meurer et al. 1999 IRX−β
relationship (and strongly deviate from it for more IR-
luminous, highly obscured galaxies), although there is
still a debate on whether they support a gray atten-
uation curve (e.g., Calzetti et al. 2000; McLure et al.
2018; Koprowski et al. 2018) or a more SMC-like one
(e.g. Reddy et al. 2018). On spatially resolved scales,
only little progress has been made at high z. A recent
study by Nelson et al. (2018) shows that, at least for
one galaxy at z ∼ 1.2 (with M? ≈ 6.8 × 1010 M and
SFR ≈ 170 M/yr), the dust-corrected UV SFR profile
agrees very well with the IR SFR profile, using for the
dust correction the dust attenuation estimate from the
UV-optical SED, indicating that the dust-corrected rest-
frame UV SFRs are not substantially missing light from
regions of very high dust obscuration.
With all these provisos, in this paper we assume that
SFRs derived from the attenuation-corrected UV lumi-
nosity are reliable in all but possibly a minority of cases
with extremely high attenuation, with AUV being derived
from the UV slope β as mentioned above. Moreover, we
shall also assume that the UV attenuation AUV can be
used to derive the attenuation at Hα (AHα), hence al-
lowing us to construct space-resolved SFR maps from
locally corrected Hα flux maps. Specifically, we con-
strain the spatial distribution of the dust attenuation
and its impact on the measured star-formation distribu-
tion in our SINS/zC-SINF sample. We use new Cycle
22 HST F438W (B) and F814W (I) imaging data (#
GO13669). These trace respectively the far-ultraviolet
(FUV) and near-ultraviolet (NUV) light distributions
within our z ∼ 2 galaxies, which enables us to measure
maps of dust attenuation from the UV continuum slope
on resolved on scales of ∼ 1 kpc. In the light of all the
caveats and uncertainties mentioned above, we will show
that the dust-corrected UV SFRs are in good agreement
with IR+UV SFRs, demonstrating that, in our sample,
the rest-frame UV and Hα SFRs are not substantially
missing light from regions of very high dust obscuration.
While our dust attenuation profiles steadily increase to-
ward the centers, they do so with a relatively shallow
slope, which results in a significant dust attenuation of
AV ≈ 0.6 mag out to ∼ 10 kpc. Importantly, the cen-
trally suppressed sSFR in our massive sample cannot be
explained by dust attenuation alone and is evidence of a
genuine reduction of star-formation activity in the cen-
ters of massive galaxies on the SFMS at z ∼ 2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the galaxy sample and the data. We review the
methodology for deriving dust attenuation and SFR di-
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agnostics in SFGs in Section 3 and present the resulting
measurements in Section 4. In particular, in Section 4.5
we quantify the impact on the SFR density profiles of
assuming different dust attenuation corrections. In Sec-
tion 5 we discuss where they are sustaining the bulk of
their star-formation activity and the growth in stellar
mass, i.e. whether in their bulge or outskirt regions. We
summarize in Section 6.
Throughout this paper, we adopt WMAP9 cosmology:
H0 = 69.3 km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ,0 = 0.71, and Ωm,0 = 0.29
(Hinshaw et al. 2013). For this cosmology, 1′′ corre-
sponds to ≈ 8.4 kpc at z = 2.2. All sizes and radii pre-
sented in this paper are circularized, i.e. r = ra
√
(b/a).
Magnitudes are given in the AB photometric system.
2. SAMPLE AND DATA
2.1. Galaxy Sample
The 10 targets of this study (Table 1, Figure 1 and
2) are drawn from our SINS/zC-SINF AO program that
has yielded AO-SINFONI IFU spectroscopy of the Hα
and [N II] emission lines spatially resolved on ∼ 1 kpc
scales for 35 massive SFMS galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Genzel
et al. 2014b,a; Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2014; Newman
et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015b,a; Fo¨rster Schreiber
et al. 2018). The sample is virtually unique, given the
long integration times of usually > 10h to obtain Hα
spectroscopy at 8 m AO resolution. Our 10 targets
were initially taken from various spectroscopic surveys,
namely, seven targets are from the zCOSMOS-DEEP
survey (Lilly et al. 2007, 2009), two targets are from the
‘BX/BM’ sample of Steidel et al. (2004), and one target
is from the ‘Deep-3a’ survey (Kong et al. 2006). The spe-
cific selection criteria for the SINFONI AO observations
were an uncontaminated Hα emission line and a mini-
mum expected Hα line flux (corresponding roughly to a
minimum SFR of ∼ 10 M yr−1; Fo¨rster Schreiber et al.
2009; Mancini et al. 2011; Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2018).
In addition to our AO-SINFONI Hα data, these galax-
ies have a wealth of ancillary ground- and space-based
multiwavelength data that give integrated stellar masses,
global UV+IR SFRs, and other key galactic properties.
Furthermore, our HST WFC3 Cycle 19 # GO12578 pro-
gram (8 targets; Tacchella et al. 2015b) together with
our NICMOS pilot study (2 targets; Fo¨rster Schreiber
et al. 2011a,b) has provided rest-frame optical F110W
(J) and F160W (H) data for all targets of this study.
These data have given us their rest-frame optical mor-
phology and their 1 kpc distribution of the oldest stellar
populations through mass-to-light ratio estimates from
the 4000A˚ break (see Tacchella et al. 2015a). Figure 1
presents the data used in this paper. In particular, HST
images, dust attenuation maps, UV and Hα SFR maps,
stellar mass maps, and Hα velocity maps are shown.
Table 1 lists the Hα redshift and the main stellar prop-
erties. The SED modeling has been presented in Fo¨rster
Schreiber et al. (2009, 2011a,b) and Mancini et al. (2011).
Briefly, we adopt the best-fit results obtained with the
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) code, a Chabrier (2003) ini-
tial mass function (IMF), solar metallicity15, the Calzetti
15 We refer to Z=0.02 with solar metallicity throughout this pa-
per, although more recent measurements indicate that solar metal-
licity may be closer to Z=0.015 (Caffau et al. 2011).
et al. (2000) reddening law, and constant SFRs. We de-
fine the stellar mass to be the integral of the past SFR.
There are two motivations for doing this: (i) this stel-
lar mass remains constant after the galaxy ceases its
star formation, which makes the comparison with quies-
cent galaxies across different epochs simpler; and (ii) the
sSFR defined with this stellar mass definition is a good
indicator for the inverse of the e-folding timescale (i.e.,
roughly the mass-doubling timescale). These are about
0.2 dex larger than the commonly used definition, which
subtracts the mass returned to the interstellar medium,
i.e., the mass of surviving stars plus compact stellar rem-
nants (Carollo et al. 2013). For our sample the stellar
masses adopted here (and also in Tacchella et al. 2015b,a)
are on average 0.12 ± 0.3 dex higher (with a maximum
difference of 0.19 dex) than the ones presented in Fo¨rster
Schreiber et al. (2009, 2011a,b) and Mancini et al. (2011).
Importantly, all estimates from the literature have been
converted to this stellar mass definition. The uncertainty
on the stellar mass is a factor of ∼ 2 − 3, while on the
SFRs and stellar ages it is even larger. These uncertain-
ties mainly arise from the basic assumption of the SED
modeling, namely, the IMF and the star-formation his-
tories (SFHs). Besides the SED-derived quantities and
the UV+IR SFRs, Table 1 presents the integrated values
of the 2D maps of dust attenuation and UV SFR (see
Section 4 for details).
Our 10 galaxies have stellar masses between 1010 M
and a few times 1011 M and SFRs between 60 M yr−1
and ∼ 560 M yr−1. In Figure 2 we show our sample of
10 galaxies in the wider context of the general popula-
tion of SFGs at the same redshifts (converted to the same
stellar mass definition as used in this work). Since our
analysis is limited to 10 galaxies, we inevitably probe a
limited parameter space of the massive galaxy population
at z ∼ 2. We use the SFGs at z = 2.0−2.5 from the 3D-
HST survey (Brammer et al. 2012; Skelton et al. 2014) as
our reference sample. Panels (a) and (b) show that our
sample probes the typical SFGs on the SFMS at z ∼ 2.2:
it lies slightly above the SFMS ridgeline by 0.14+0.32−0.30 dex.
We use the SFMS ridgeline of Whitaker et al. (2014),
which is based on the z = 2.0 − 2.5 star-forming galaxy
population from the CANDELS/3D-HST survey (Bram-
mer et al. 2012; Skelton et al. 2014). In panel (c) we
compare the (U − V )rest – (U − J)rest colors of our sam-
ple to the ones of the overall galaxy population drawn
from the CANDELS/3D-HST survey at z = 2.0−2.5 and
with M? = 10
10.0 − 1011.5 M. We have color-coded the
points according to their stellar mass in order to high-
light that more massive galaxies are on average redder
and more dusty. Our galaxies overlap with the bulk of
the SFGs in terms of (U−V )rest – (U−J)rest colors, but
we do not probe massive and dusty SFGs in the upper
right corner of the UV J diagram, which may partially be
due to small number statistics in addition to our sam-
ple selection criteria. Similarly, looking at the ratio of
IR and UV SFR (panel (d)), while our sample overlaps
with global population traced by the stacking analysis of
Whitaker et al. (2014) of the CANDELS/3D-HST data,
our most massive galaxies lie slightly below the ridgeline
of SFRIR/SFRUV versus M? of the larger sample. Fi-
nally, our sample probes the typical trends in the planes
of size (circularized H-band half-light radius) versus M?
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Figure 1. From left to right: HST RGB image (red: H, green: I, blue: B, all observed frame), AV dust attenuation map (in mag),
dust-corrected UV SFR map (in M yr−1 kpc−2), dust-corrected Hα SFR map (in M yr−1 kpc−2), stellar mass map (in M kpc−2),
and Hα velocity map (in km s−1). Red boxes in the leftmost images show the field of view of the SINFONI Hα maps, and the red dashed
circle indicates the 3′′aperture of the photometry. The rulers in the bottom left of the maps indicate 5 kpc and the circles in the bottom
right show the size of the PSF. The contours indicate the stellar mass surface density between log ΣM/(M kpc2) = 6.5 and 9.0 in linear
steps of 0.5.
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Figure 2. Our sample of galaxies relative to the global population at z = 2.0− 2.5. The stellar mass is defined to be the integral of the
past SFR; all results from the literature are adjusted to this definition. Panel (a): The 10 galaxies of this study (shown with red circles) and
the parent sample SINS/zC-SINF AO (orange circles) in the SFR−M? plane. The quoted SFRs are UV+IR SFR (if available and reliable;
otherwise SED-based SFRs). The thick solid line shows the main-sequence ridgeline of Whitaker et al. (2014) at z = 2.2 (median redshift
our sample), which is based on the CANDELS/3D-HST survey. The dashed and dotted lines indicate the 1σ and 2σ scatter of the Main
Sequence. All 10 galaxies of our sample lie within 2σ of the main sequence. Panel (b): histogram of the distance from the main-sequence
ridgeline ∆MS. Our galaxies are well distributed around the main-sequence ridgeline. The median ∆MS for our sample and the parent
sample are 0.10+0.38−0.28 and 0.14
+0.32
−0.30, respectively. Panel (c): Our sample in the UVJ rest-frame color-color diagram. The circles show the
global z = 2.0 − 2.5 galaxy population with M? = 1010.0 − 1011.5 M drawn from the CANDELS/3D-HST survey, color-coded by their
stellar mass. While our sample overlaps with global population, we do not probe the upper right region. Panel (d): Ratio SFRIR/SFRUV
as a function of M?. Note that the UV SFR is not corrected for extinction. The black filled circles show the median relation of Whitaker
et al. (2014) at z = 2.0− 2.5, where the IR data was stacked. Several galaxies of our sample are not detected in the IR (plotted are upper
limits) or have no IR coverage (are not plotted; see also Figure 4 below). Overall, our galaxies probe the trend of the population, but
only four galaxies have a reliable IR detection. Panel (e) and (f): Circularized H-band half-light radius Re,H and Se´rsic index nH as a
function of the total stellar mass M?. The gray circles indicate unreliable surface brightness fits because light distribution is not centrally
concentrated (assumed Se´sic models do not represent the galaxy well). The small transparent gray points show the measurements of van
der Wel et al. (2014a) at z = 2.0 − 2.5 for star-forming galaxies (UV J-selected), while the black filled circles show their median relation.
Overall, our galaxies follow the main trends of the global galaxy population in half-light radius and Se´rsic index.
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Table 1
Sample galaxies with Hα redshifts and main stellar population properties.
Source zHα M? (U − V )rest AV,SED AV,map SFRSED SFRUV+IR Indicator SFRUV SFRUV,map
[1010 M] [mag] [mag] [mag] [
M
yr
] [
M
yr
] [
M
yr
] [
M
yr
]
ZC400569 2.241 23.3 1.29 1.4 1.5 241.0 239.3 UV+24µm 168.0 156.6
ZC400528 2.387 16.0 0.84 0.9 0.5 148.0 556.5 UV+100µm 148.0 46.7
Q2343-BX610 2.211 15.5 0.93 0.8 1.2 60.0 — — 60.0 85.5
D3A15504 2.383 15.0 0.71 1.0 1.0 150.2 145.6 UV+24µm 150.0 116.1
ZC406690 2.195 5.3 0.56 0.7 1.0 200.0 296.5 UV+24µm 337.0 201.2
ZC407302 2.182 2.98 0.50 1.3 0.6 340.0 358.1† UV+24µm 130.0 67.0
ZC412369 2.028 2.86 0.88 1.0 1.3 94.1 IR-undet — 130.0 140.2
Q2346-BX482 2.257 2.5 0.77 0.8 1.1 79.8 — — 80.0 95.8
ZC405226 2.287 1.13 0.56 1.0 0.9 117.0 IR-undet — 87.0 58.3
ZC405501 2.154 1.04 0.33 0.9 0.6 84.9 IR-undet — 68.0 28.1
Note. — Listed are the Hα spectroscopic redshifts from the AO-SINFONI data (zHα), the stellar masses (M?; defined as the integral of the
SFR), the rest-frame U − V colors, the dust attenuation AV,SED from galaxy-integrated SED modeling, the dust attenuation AV,map from the
(FUV−NUV) color maps, the SFRs from SED (SFRSED), the UV+IR SFRs (SFRUV+IR), the SFR indicator of the IR, SFR from the aperture
UV photometry (SFRUV), and the SFR from the UV maps (SFRUV,map). For the SED modeling we use the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model and
assume a Chabrier (2003) IMF, solar metallicity, the Calzetti et al. (2000) reddening law, and either constant or exponentially declining SFRs.
The uncertainties on the stellar properties are dominated by systematics from the model assumption and are up to a factor of ∼ 2 − 3 for M?
and ∼ 3 or more for SFRs. Sources undetected with Spitzer/MIPS and Herschel/PACS are indicated explicitly with ‘IR-undet’, to distinguish
them from objects in fields without MIPS and PACS observations.
† unreliable IR flux due to blending; see Appendix B.
and Se´rsic index versus M? for star-forming galaxies at
z = 2.0 − 2.5 (van der Wel et al. 2014a), as shown in
panels (e) and (f), respectively. The gray circles indi-
cate our galaxies with unreliable measurements because
the light distributions are not centrally concentrated (as-
sumed Se´rsic models do not represent the galaxy well).
See also Tacchella et al. (2015b) for an extended discus-
sion and detailed description of the structural measure-
ments.
Based on Tacchella et al. (2015b, see also stamps in
Figure 1), 9 out of our 10 galaxies are disk galaxies
and only one is a clear merger. D3A-15504, Q2343-
BX610, ZC405226, and ZC405501 are classified as reg-
ular disks, since at the rest-frame optical wavelengths
the galaxies show a relatively symmetric morphology fea-
turing a single, isolated peak light distribution and no
evidence for multiple luminous components. The veloc-
ity maps show clear rotation, and the dispersion maps
are centrally peaked; the kinematic maps are fitted well
by a disk model with vrot/σ0 & 1.5, where vrot is the
inclination-corrected rotational velocity and σ0 is the
velocity dispersion corrected for instrumental broaden-
ing and beam smearing. Furthermore, Q2346-BX482,
ZC400528, ZC400569, ZC406690, and ZC407302 are clas-
sified as irregular disks, because in the optical light the
galaxies have two or more distinct peaked sources of com-
parable magnitude. Their velocity maps show clear signs
of rotation. The dispersion maps show a peak, which
is, however, shifted in location relative to the centers of
the velocity maps. Finally, ZC412369 is classified as a
merger, since in the rest-frame optical light two or more
distinct peaked sources of comparable magnitude are de-
tected at a projected distance of ∼ 5 kpc from each other.
The velocity maps are highly irregular with no evidence
for ordered rotation (i.e. vrot/σ0 . 1.5); the velocity
dispersion maps show multiple peaks.
The active galactic nucleus (AGN) activity in our sam-
ple has been discussed in Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. (2014).
None of the sources in our sample are detected in the
deepest X-ray observations with Chandra (Civano et al.
2016); their flux upper limits imply log(LX/erg s
−1) <
42.5. For some galaxies, an AGN contribution can be ar-
gued based on the mid-IR colors (Q2343-BX610), emis-
sion lines (D3A-15504), or radio data (ZC400528).
2.2. New FUV and NUV Data
In our Cycle 22HST program # GO13669, we followed
up these galaxies with WFC3/UVIS and ACS/WFC ob-
servations between December 2014 and June 2015 using
the F438W (B) and F814W (I) filters. Our galaxies
lie in a narrow redshift range 2.03 < z < 2.39, which
puts the FUV into the B-band and the NUV into the
I-band. Therefore, these two passbands cover the en-
tire rest-frame ∼ 1200 − 2700 A˚ wavelength window.
This gives us the possibility to measure the UV con-
tinuum slope β in order to constrain the attenuation
distribution, one of the main scientific goals of this pa-
per. The WFC3 F438W filter is perfect for the FUV
image: the cut-off wavelength of 4000 A˚ corresponds to
1230−1270 A˚ in the rest frame, the long-wavelength cut-
off to 1450 − 1500 A˚. Furthermore, the ratio of Hα to
rest-frame 1400 A˚ (probed with F438W) versus F438W-
F160W will enable us to best disentangle extinction and
evolutionary effects among clumps and between clumps
and interclump regions, which will be addressed in a fu-
ture publication.
Each target was observed for four orbits with F438W
and, if necessary16, one orbit in F814W, with each orbit
split into two exposures with a subpixel dither pattern to
ensure good sampling of the PSF and minimize the im-
pact of hot/cold bad pixels and other such artifacts (e.g.,
cosmic rays, satellite trails). For F438W, the individual
exposure time was 1376 s, giving a total on-source inte-
gration of 11,008 s, and for F814W, the individual expo-
sure time was 544 s, giving a total on-source integration
of 2176 s.
2.3. Data Reduction
2.3.1. Charge Transfer Efficiency
16 We capitalize on the existing COSMOS F814W images for the
zCOSMOS targets in the current sample.
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The charge transfer efficiency (CTE) of the
WFC3/UVIS detector has significantly degraded
over time, as radiation causes permanent damage of the
charge transfer device (CCD) detectors. This damage
degrades the ability of electrons to transfer from one
pixel to another, temporarily trapping electrons during
the readout. When uncorrected, the electrons are
smeared out in the readout direction, appearing as trails
in the images. This affects the photometry and measured
morphology of the objects in the images (Massey et al.
2010; Rhodes et al. 2010). CTE degradation is most
severe for low background imaging of faint sources, such
as NUV imaging and calibration dark frames, where
faint sources or hot pixels can be lost completely.
As mentioned before, we have one galaxy per point-
ing, i.e. we were able to choose freely where to place the
galaxy on the CCD detector. To reduce the CTE degra-
dation effect on our galaxies, we placed the galaxies close
to the readout edge of the CCD. In addition, we apply a
pixel-based CTE correction17 to the raw data based on
empirical modeling of hot pixels in dark exposures (An-
derson & Bedin 2010; Massey et al. 2010). This correc-
tion not only corrects the photometry but also restores
the morphology of sources.
2.3.2. WFC3/UVIS Dark Calibrations
Dark calibrations are especially important for NUV
data because the dark current level in each exposure is
high relative to the low sky background. In addition,
regular calibration dark data can be used to identify hot
pixels, which vary significantly over time. Teplitz et al.
(2013) show that the darks currently provided by STScI
are insufficient for data with low background levels after
the CTE degradation of WFC3/UVIS. In this paper, we
follow the approach of Rafelski et al. (2015) to improve
the dark calibrations.
While the STScI superdarks were mostly sufficient for
early data obtained soon after the installation of WFC3,
subsequent changes in the characteristics of the detec-
tor (such as CTE degradation) increasingly affected the
science data. There are three major areas in which the
STScI processed superdarks are insufficient, namely, they
fail to account for (i) all hot pixels, (ii) background gra-
dients, and (iii) blotchy background patterns. The dark
processing methodology used in this paper is presented
in detail in the Appendix of Rafelski et al. (2015).
We have used the standard procedure to convert the
CTE-corrected raw data to a set of final, flat-fielded, flux-
calibrated images (flt-files). We used the Pyraf/STSDAS
task calwf3 to construct the bad pixel array (data qual-
ity array) and to do the bias and dark current subtraction
with the new darks. In this step, we have not applied the
cosmic-ray rejection since we reject the cosmic rays with
drizzlepac/astrodrizzle in a later step.
2.3.3. Astrometric Alignment
Here we discuss several sources of astrometric uncer-
tainties in the original data, as well as our approaches
to mitigating these and aligning all the images to a com-
mon reference grid. The observations were all obtained
in a noninteger pixel-offset dither pattern, aimed at en-
suring that the PSF was adequately sampled in the final
17 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/tools/cte_tools
images. Each small angle maneuver introduces a slight
uncertainty in positioning (of the order of about 12 mas).
In addition, during each orbit the spacecraft undergoes
thermal expansion and contraction (‘breathing’) due to
changes in solar illumination, which lead to changes in
the optical path length to the detectors, hence resulting
in slight scale changes from one exposure to the next.
Finally, guide-star reacquisition uncertainties can lead to
errors in position, as well as small rotation uncertainties,
while a full acquisition of a new guide star has astromet-
ric uncertainties of ∼ 0.′′3− 0.′′5.
We make use of the source positions measured in the
WFC3/F110W and F125W (J-band) of our previous
HST program (# GO12578; Tacchella et al. 2015b) as
our absolute astrometric reference frame. The alignment
was accomplished with drizzlepac/tweakreg using cat-
alog matching, which provides measurements of rota-
tions, as well as removing the bulk of the shifts that
are present in the data. This technique was presented in
Koekemoer et al. (2011) and already used in Tacchella
et al. (2015b). The resulting overall astrometric accuracy
is ∼ 2 mas in the mean shift positions of all the exposures
relative to one another, which is the best possible level
that is achievable given the sparse number of sources and
their faint flux at these wavelengths.
We use drizzlepac/astrodrizzle to detect cosmic
rays and to dither the different exposures to one final
image. We choose the same pixel scale as our previ-
ous WFC3/F110W, F125W, and F160W images, namely,
of 0.05′′ pixel−1, to match the pixel scale of the SIN-
FONI/AO data. This pixel scale provides an adequate
sampling of the PSF. Finally, we set pixfrac (defines how
much the input pixels are reduced in linear size before
being mapped onto the output grid) to 0.8, which was
found from experimentation to give the best trade-off be-
tween gain in resolution and introduction of rms noise in
the final images.
2.4. Point Spread Functions (PSFs)
In order to derive PSF-matched color maps and PSF-
corrected profiles as described below, PSFs of the differ-
ent bandpasses are required. PSFs for each HST camera
are created in slightly different fashions, due to varying
constraints of the data.
The creation of the WFC3/NIR data PSFs is described
in Tacchella et al. (2015b). Briefly, we have stacked six
well-exposed and nonsaturated stars. The stars are reg-
istered to their subpixel centers, normalized, and then
co-added via a median. The FWHM is 0.′′16 and 0.′′17
for the J- and H-band, respectively.
The ACS/WFC data and WFC3/UVIS PSFs are cre-
ated with a hybrid PSF in a similar manner to the PSFs
created by Rafelski et al. (2015). We follow the approach
of the hybrid PSF because the wings of the PSFs can-
not be recreated from a stack of stars due to the low
number of stars. The PSF model is created with the
TinyTim package (Krist 1995), subsampled to align the
PSFs, resampled to our pixel scale, distortion corrected,
and then combined with the same dither pattern and
drizzle parameters as were used for the data reduction.
The ACS/WFC and WFC3/UVIS stacks of stars are cre-
ated from 4 and 10 unsaturated stars, respectively. The
stars are registered to their subpixel centers, normalized,
and then co-added via a median. The final hybrid PSF
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is a combination of the two, composed of the stack of
stars up to a radius of 20 pixels (0 − 1.′′0), and of the
PSF model from 20 to 75 pixels (1.′′0− 3.′′75). In order
to prevent discontinuities in the resultant PSF, the PSF
model and the star are added together, weighted by a
smooth transition window with a full width of 20 pix-
els (1.′′0). The resulting FWHM is 0.′′11 (2.16 pixels)
and 0.′′11 (2.17 pixels) for the ACS/WFC F814W and
WFC3/UVIS F438W, respectively.
3. METHODOLOGY FOR DERIVING DUST ATTENUATION
AND SFR IN z∼ 2 SFMS GALAXIES
3.1. Estimating the Star-Formation Rate
3.1.1. SFR from UV
The UV continuum (1250 − 2800 A˚) intensity of a
galaxy is sensitive to massive stars (& 5 M), making
it a direct tracer of current SFR. By extrapolating the
formation rate of massive stars to lower masses, for an
assumed form of the IMF, one can estimate the total
SFR.
We adopt the conversions of Kennicutt (1998), who
assumed a Salpeter (1955) IMF with mass limits of 0.1
and 100 M, and stellar population models with solar
metal abundance. Furthermore, they also assumed that
the SFH is constant for at least the past 100 Myr. We
modify their calibration downward by a factor of 0.23 dex
to match a Chabrier (2003) IMF (Madau & Dickinson
2014):
SFRUV
M yr−1
= 0.82× 10−28 LUV,corr
erg s−1 Hz−1
, (1)
where LUV,corr is the UV luminosity at 1500 A˚ corrected
for attenuation, i.e. LUV,corr = LUV,obs × 100.4AUV . We
derive LUV,obs from the observed magnitude as follows:
LUV,obs =
4piD2L(z)10
−0.4(48.6+mUV)
1 + z
, (2)
where DL(z) is the luminosity distance at z, and mUV
is the observed magnitude in the B-band. We estimate
the amount of UV attenuation, AUV, from the UV con-
tinuum slope (i.e. if fλ ∝ λβ), following Meurer et al.
(1999):
AUV = 4.43 + 1.99β. (3)
We estimate the UV continuum slope β from the FUV-
NUV color (observed B − I color), as detailed in Sec-
tion 3.3.
3.1.2. SFR from Hα
Another widely used diagnostic for measuring the SFR
is nebular emission, with Hα being the most common
because it is the strongest of the Balmer H recombination
lines, and it is least affected by underlying Balmer stellar
absorption features and by extinction compared to the
higher-order Balmer lines at shorter wavelengths.
The conversion factor between ionizing flux and the
SFR is usually computed using an evolutionary synthe-
sis model. Only stars with masses & 10 M and lifetimes
< 20 Myr contribute significantly to the integrated ion-
izing flux, so the emission lines provide a nearly instan-
taneous measure of the SFR, independent of the pre-
vious SFH. We again adopt the conversions of Kenni-
cutt (1998) (Salpeter IMF and solar metal abundance),
with the assumption that the SFH is constant for at
least the past 10 Myr and that Case B recombination
at Te = 10, 000 K applies. We modify their calibration
downward by a factor of 0.23 dex to match a Chabrier
(2003) IMF:
SFRHα
M yr−1
= 4.7× 10−42 LHα,corr
erg s−1
. (4)
where LHα,corr is the Hα luminosity corrected for atten-
uation, i.e. LHα,corr = LHα,obs × 100.4AHα .
Since Hα lies at 6563 A˚, it suffers much less dust ex-
tinction compared to the UV rest frame of a galaxy spec-
trum. On the other hand, the Lyman continuum ioniz-
ing radiation that gives rise to the Hα emission is mainly
produced by massive, short-lived stars that are probably
deeply embedded in the giant H II regions, whereas less
massive (< 10 M) stars still contribute to the UV rest-
frame stellar continuum on the long terms, shine over
timescales 10 times longer, and have time to clear or mi-
grate out of the dense H II regions. The net outcome
of this process is that Hα emission probably suffers from
an extra attenuation, parameterized by the f -factor that
relates E(B−V)star = f × E(B−V)gas.
However, the Hα luminosity depends also on the actual
extinction in the Lyman continuum, as one gets one Hα
photon for each Lyman continuum photon that does not
get absorbed by a dust grain (see, e.g., Boselli et al. 2009;
Puglisi et al. 2016). Since we are unable to constrain the
extinction in the Lyman continuum, we absorb this part
of physics in the overall uncertainty of the f -factor (see
below), which itself is very uncertain since it depends on
the actual extinction law (from the optical to the Lyman
continuum) and on the geometry of the emitting regions.
The extra amount of attenuation suffered by nebu-
lar emission is still debated, especially at high redshifts.
In the local universe, the stellar continuum undergoes
roughly half of the reddening suffered by the ionized gas,
namely, f = 0.44 (Calzetti et al. 2000). Important to
note is that Calzetti et al. (2000) used two different ex-
tinction curves for the nebular (k(λ)gas; Cardelli et al.
1989; Fitzpatrick 1999) and continuum (k(λ)star; Calzetti
et al. 2000), which have similar shapes but different nor-
malizations (RV = 3.1 and 4.05, respectively). If not
differently noted, we adopt the same extinction curves
here. At higher redshifts, Wuyts et al. (2013) present a
polynomial function to derive extra attenuation from the
continuum attenuation; hence, the f value may not nec-
essarily be a constant value for all types of galaxies (see
also Price et al. 2014). It is also suggested by recent stud-
ies that the typical f value may be higher (f = 0.5−1.0)
for high-redshift galaxies (see, e.g., Erb et al. 2006; Reddy
et al. 2010; Kashino et al. 2013; Koyama et al. 2015;
Valentino et al. 2015; Kashino et al. 2017).
Because we lack of Hβ data for our galaxies, in this
paper we constrain the attenuation of the Hα emission
line, AHα, by converting the dust attenuation in the con-
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tinuum at V, AV, using
AHα,gas =
E(B−V)gas
E(B−V)star
· k(Hα)gas
RV,star
·AV,star
=
1
f
· 2.36
4.05
·AV,star,
(5)
with f = E(B−V)star/E(B−V)gas (f = 0.44 from
Calzetti et al. 2000 and f = 0.7 from, e.g., Kashino et al.
2013). We note that the prescription of Wuyts et al.
(2013) gives very similar results to this fiducial relation
using a value of f = 0.44.
3.2. Effects on (FUV−NUV) color from Stellar
Population Variations
In this section we briefly mention the effect of varying
the stellar population properties on the (FUV−NUV)
color. A more detailed discussion including figures can
be found in Appendix A.
As highlighted in the Introduction, by far the largest
potential effect on the UV color of SFGs is the presence
of dust. Therefore, reddening of the UV colors provides
a good diagnostic of the magnitude of the dust attenua-
tion. However, other stellar population parameters have
also some effect on the UV color. Most importantly, vari-
ations in the SFH can lead to a significant effect in the
(FUV−NUV) color. For example, for a given total stel-
lar mass, reducing the age of a constantly star-forming
population by a factor of 10 (i.e. form 1 Gyr to 100
Myr), makes a color by ∆(FUV − NUV) ≈ −0.1 mag
bluer. More importantly, increasing the SFR by a fac-
tor of 10 from 10 M/yr to 100 M/yr leads to a bluer
(FUV − NUV) color by about 0.3 mag, while a reduc-
tion of the SFR from 100 M/yr to 10 M/yr leads to
a 0.3 redder (FUV − NUV) color (see Appendix A) for
a given metallicity and dust attenuation. Furthermore,
lowering the metallicity from Z = 0.02 → 0.004 results
in ∆(FUV − NUV) ≈ −0.1 mag. Finally, changing the
IMF from Chabrier to Salpeter makes the color redder
by a negligible amount (∆(FUV −NUV) = 0.01 mag).
Summarizing, for a given dust attenuation, the (FUV−
NUV) can vary owing to variations in the SFH, metal-
licity, and IMF by at most ∼ 0.4 mag. This age-dust
degeneracy has important consequences for the derived
SFRs. For a galaxy with an almost completely quenched
bulge, we would infer a high dust attenuation and hence
would overcorrect the central SFR. Therefore, the quoted
central SFRs should be considered as upper limits.
3.3. From (FUV−NUV) Color to Dust Attenuation
We derive the (FUV−NUV)−AV and (FUV−NUV)−β
conversions in Appendix A. Briefly, we obtain the conver-
sions by generating a set of model SEDs from Bruzual &
Charlot (2003), for six different metallicities (Z=0.0001,
0.0004, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02, and 0.05) and three different
SFHs (constant, exponentially rising, and exponentially
decreasing). We find a tight correlations between the
(FUV−NUV) color and AV and β, which are given by
Equations A1 and A3.
3.4. Important Remarks about the Dust Attenuation
Correction
Before proceeding, we want to highlight some key as-
sumptions behind our results and discuss systematic un-
certainties in turning the (FUV−NUV) color to a dust
attenuation. First, it is well known that the chemical
and physical properties and the geometrical distribution
of dust within external galaxies are a major uncertainty
in the evaluation of their dust attenuation properties.
In the absence of reliable constraints, we are working
here within the traditional framework of the uniform
screen approximation. This means that all effects of dust
geometry, extinction, and scattering from the interstel-
lar medium and star-forming regions are packaged into
an attenuation curve (see, e.g., Penner et al. 2015 and
Salmon et al. 2016 for a more detailed discussion).
Clearly, galaxies are entities in which stars, gas, and
dust are spatially mixed. Indeed, in the local universe,
Liu et al. (2013) analyzed the dust distribution of M83
at a resolved spatial scale of ∼ 6 pc, finding that a
large diversity of absorber/emitter geometric configura-
tions can account for the data, implying a more com-
plex physical structure than the classical foreground dust
screen assumption. However, when averaged over scales
of 100 − 200 pc, the extinction becomes consistent with
the dust screen approximation, suggesting that other ge-
ometries tend to be restricted to smaller spatial scales.
At high z, the dust-star geometry of galaxies is still
largely unconstrained. Based on a massive z = 1.53 SFG,
Genzel et al. (2013) argued that the resolved molecular
gas surface density and the resolved attenuation are well
modeled by a mixed model of dust and star-forming re-
gions (consistent with Wuyts et al. 2011).
Since in the screen approximation all effects of dust ge-
ometry are hidden in the attenuation curve, it is impor-
tant to have a good understanding of attenuation curve.
Unfortunately, it is uncertain whether the attenuation
curve should be universal, given that the conditions that
produce the attenuation curve are complex and the na-
ture and properties of dust grains may vary from one
galaxy to another. They depend on the covering factor,
dust grain size (which is dependent on metallicity), and
line-of-sight geometry; these can therefore change when,
for example, galaxies are viewed at different orientations
(Witt & Gordon 2000; Chevallard et al. 2013) or have
different stellar population ages (Charlot & Fall 2000).
In the local universe, we know that the attenuation
curve is not universal and varies between the SMC and
LMC, the Milky Way, and starburst galaxies. At high z,
the attenuation curve is less well constrained (see, e.g.,
Noll et al. 2009; Kriek & Conroy 2013; Zeimann et al.
2015; Salmon et al. 2016; Forrest et al. 2016). Reddy
et al. (2015) suggest that the attenuation curve for z ∼ 2
galaxies is lower by 20% in the UV with respect to the
Calzetti law, which leads to SFRs that are ∼ 20% and
stellar masses that are 0.16 dex lower. On the other
hand, McLure et al. (2018) present a stacking analysis
of ALMA data that at z ∼ 2.5 are fully consistent with
the IRX−β relation expected from the Calzetti law (see
also Bourne et al. 2017 and Koprowski et al. 2018 for
consistent results). A detailed analysis of different at-
tenuation curves at different positions within galaxies is
beyond the scope of this work and of our data. There-
fore, we self-consistently assume the Calzetti et al. (2000)
attenuation curve for k(λ)star and Fitzpatrick (1999) for
k(λ)gas through this paper, but we highlight that this
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Figure 3. Dust attenuation obtained from the resolved maps
(AV,map) versus that from the aperture photometry (i.e. SED
modeling; AV,SED). The solid black line shows the one-to-one rela-
tion. The error bars indicate the systematic errors of AV,SED and
AV,map of 0.3 mag and 0.4 mag, respectively. The attenuation
measured by SED fitting and via the integration of the resolved
AV,map is broadly similar but correlates poorly on a galaxy-by-
galaxy basis (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.14). The average
difference amounts to −0.01 ± 0.35 mag, i.e. these two estimates
are in agreement with each other after considering the relatively
large uncertainty.
issue is worth investigating in future work. Overall, as-
suming a 0.5 dex scatter in the IRX−β relation, we infer
an uncertainty in AUV of ∼ 0.6 mag, and hence a SFR
uncertainty of 0.3 dex. This is of similar order to the
systematic uncertainty of the conversion factor from UV
(Hα) luminosity to SFR introduced by the assumed IMF,
of the order to 0.2 − 0.3 dex, or variations of the SFH
that amount to ∼ 0.1− 0.2 dex (see Section 3.1).
Finally, regions of total dust obscurations would not
be detected in our UV analysis. Compact obscured star-
formation has been seen in other samples whose selec-
tion criteria, as mentioned in the introduction of this pa-
per, are, however, clearly very different from ours Tadaki
et al. (2015, 2017) and Barro et al. (2016). Specifically for
our sample, we present below a strong argument against
the presence of totally obscured centers, namely, the
good agreement between UV and Hα integrated SFRs
after dust correction using our dust attenuation maps,
and IR-based SFRs obtained from archival Spitzer and
Herschel data.
4. MEASUREMENTS OF DUST ATTENUATION AND SFR
IN Z ∼ 2 SFMS GALAXIES
In this section, we compare integrated values of the at-
tenuation, UV SFR, and Hα SFR maps with the values
from the aperture UV-IR photometry. Furthermore, we
present the measurements of the dust attenuation pro-
files.
4.1. Resolved versus Aperture AV
In Figure 3 we compare the dust attenuation AV ob-
tained from our maps (AV,map) with the one obtained
from SED modeling (AV,SED), i.e. from the photome-
try measured in an aperture of 3′′. We derive AV,map
by summing up all pixels within a 3′′ aperture, masking
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Figure 4. Comparison of the SFR estimated from the dust-
corrected UV SFR map and the aperture UV+IR photometry.
Both SFR estimates agree for three of our four IR-detected ob-
jects (D3A15504, ZC400569, ZC406690), while for ZC400528 the
UV+IR SFR estimate is significantly higher. For three objects
(ZC405226, ZC405501, ZC412369) we have IR upper limits, which
are consistent with the SFR estimate from the dust-corrected UV
SFR map. For two galaxies (Q2343-BX610 and Q2346-BX482) no
IR data is available, while for ZC407302 the IR photometry is not
reliable because of a bright neighbor; see Figure 15.
neighboring galaxies, and weighing each pixel according
to the flux in the observed HST H-band image since this
band corresponds to the rest-frame V -band image.
Overall, the attenuation measured by SED fitting and
via the integration of the resolved AV,map is broadly
similar but correlates poorly on a galaxy-by-galaxy ba-
sis (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.14). The aver-
age difference is −0.01 ± 0.35 mag, i.e. we find good
agreement between AV,map and AV,SED, especially after
taking into account the relatively large systematic un-
certainty of 0.3 − 0.4 mag. Seven of our 10 galaxies lie
– within the uncertainty – close to the one-to-one rela-
tion. There are three significant outliers (Q2343-BX610,
ZC400528, ZC407302). Both ZC400528 and ZC407302
have close neighbors (see Figure 1) that are masked in
the AV maps but not in the aperture photometry, which
can explain the difference. Furthermore, the AV map of
Q2343-BX610 shows a large dynamic range, in particu-
lar, the center shows a high AV value of & 2.5 mag (see
below, Figure 6). AV from aperture photometry tends
to miss these high attenuation values.
4.2. SFR from IR versus SFR from UV
The two main SFR indicators used in this paper, the
Hα recombination line and the UV emission, must be cor-
rected for dust attenuation to recover the intrinsic SFR.
In this subsection we use the SFR from IR in order to
constrain the intrinsic SFR – and therefore the effect of
dust attenuation – with an independent method. The
IR is a good SFR indicator since, in the limit of high ob-
scuration, most of the UV-optical light from young stars
is absorbed and re-emitted into the IR. However, as for
other SFR indicators, several assumptions must be made
to convert the IR luminosity into an SFR (Kennicutt
1998). An important caveat of the IR SFR indicator is
that dust can also be heated by older stars and/or AGNs.
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Figure 5. Comparison of different SFR estimates. Left: SFR estimated from the dust-corrected UV SFR map as a function of SFR
estimated from aperture fluxes (UV+IR if available and reliable; otherwise SED), measured on the same 3′′aperture. The black solid line
indicates the one-to-one relation and the gray shaded area shows the typical 0.3 dex uncertainty. For most galaxies the SFR estimate from
the UV SFR map agrees well with the estimate from the aperture fluxes. Exceptions are ZC400528 and ZC407302: both galaxies have
3-5 times higher SFR predicted from the UV+IR photometry than from UV SFR map. In the case of ZC407302, this can be explained
by a neighboring galaxy that contributes significantly to the IR flux. Right: SFR estimated from the UV-SFR map as a function of SFR
estimated from the Hα SFR map, measured on the same Hα-based aperture. For each galaxy, we show two different Hα SFR estimates
based on two different attenuation prescriptions: purple circles and violet squares show the f = 0.44 and f = 0.7 estimates, respectively.
The black solid lines indicate the one-to-one relation. The UV and Hα SFRs agree well within the uncertainties for both attenuation
prescriptions, with better agreement for the f = 0.7 estimates. The error bar on the right indicates the systematic on the inferred SFRs
(taking into account variations in the conversion factor of the IMF).
If such dust heating is non-negligible, converting the IR
luminosity into an SFR using a standard calibration will
overestimate the true SFR (e.g., Sauvage & Thuan 1992;
Smith et al. 1994; Kennicutt et al. 2009; Salim et al. 2009;
Kelson & Holden 2010; Leroy et al. 2012; Utomo et al.
2014; Hayward et al. 2014; Leja et al. 2018).
Since we do not have spatially resolved IR data, we
have to compare our SFR estimates with the ones from
IR measured over the whole galaxy. Figure 4 shows a
direct comparison of the integrated dust-corrected UV
SFR obtained from our resolved maps (SFRUV map, corr)
and total UV+IR SFR, including the upper limits.
Furthermore, in Figure 5 (left panel), we compare
SFRUV map, corr both with the UV SFR (SFRUV) and
with the total UV+IR SFR (SFRUV+IR) obtained from
aperture photometry. The SFRUV is derived from the
UV rest-frame luminosity, according to the relation of
Daddi et al. (2004), and adjusted to a Chabrier IMF.
For the SFRUV+IR, we follow the approach of Wuyts
et al. (2011): we use either UV + PACS for Herschel
PACS-detected galaxies (PACS Evolutionary Probe PEP
program; Lutz et al. 2011)18 or UV + MIPS 24 µm for
Spitzer MIPS-detected galaxies to compute the sum of
the obscured and unobscured SFRs. For galaxies lacking
an IR detection, the SFR is adopted from the best-fit
SED model in Figure 5, while upper limits are plotted in
Figure 4. The values SFRUV map are obtained by sum-
ming up the SFR within the 3′′aperture of the UV SFR
map, masking neighboring objects.
Only 1 of our 10 galaxies (ZC400528) is detected at
18 Sources have been extracted using deep Spitzer MIPS 24 µm
source positions as priors.
PACS 100 µm with SFRUV+100µm = 556 M yr−1. This
is a factor of ∼ 3.8 and ∼ 9 larger than the dust-corrected
UV SFR estimate from the aperture photometry and
the integrated map, respectively. As shown in the Ap-
pendix B, ZC400528 has a close but faint neighbor galaxy
that is not resolved as an individual source in the Spitzer
MIPS 24 µm data. Furthermore, this is the only source
that is detected with the VLA (Schinnerer et al. 2010)
with a 1.4 GHz flux density of 67 µJy that would im-
ply an SFR≈ 790 M yr−1. Together with the broad
component in Hα, [N II] and [S II] emission lines, with a
typical velocity FWHM of 1500 km/s, and an [N II]/Hα
ratio of ∼ 0.6 measured in this galaxy (Fo¨rster Schreiber
et al. 2014, 2018), this points to AGN activity. However,
it is unclear how much an AGN could contribute to the
IR and radio measurements. Hence, this measurement
of the UV+IR SFR should be interpreted with caution.
Mapping of the dust continuum emission with high spa-
tial resolution will provide further insight in the future.
Four galaxies have been detected in Spitzer MIPS 24
µm and we estimated SFRUV+24µm. For three galax-
ies (D3A15504, ZC400569, ZC406690), these estimates
agree well with the dust-corrected UV SFR estimates.
On average, the UV+IR SFR is 0.15 ± 0.04 dex higher
than the SFR estimated from the UV maps, which is
well within the uncertainty of 0.3 dex. For one galaxy
(ZC407302) the SFR estimated from UV+24 µm is a fac-
tor of three higher than the UV estimate (see Figure 5).
This is explained by source confusion: ZC407302 has a
close, low-z neighbor that contributes significantly to the
24 µm flux (see Appendix B). Therefore, we ignore IR
measurement for this galaxy and indicate in Figure 4 that
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this galaxy does not have any reliable IR data. We use
the dust-corrected UV SFR estimate as the total SFR
instead of the UV+IR SFR for this galaxy throughout
this paper.
Moreover, three zCOSMOS galaxies (ZC405226,
ZC405501, and ZC412369) have no IR detection and
upper limits of ∼ 100 M yr−1. For ZC405226 and
ZC412369, this indicates within the errors that the SFR
hidden in large amounts of dust is negligible. For
ZC405501, the IR upper limit is 0.5 dex above the SFR
estimated from the UV map, and hence additional star
formation cannot be ruled out. Finally, two galaxies
(Q2343-BX610 and Q2346-BX482) have no IR coverage.
For all galaxies that have been not detected in the IR
we can estimate the upper limit on the SFR. The PEP
COSMOS field is observed for 200 h to a 3σ depth at 160
µm of 10.2 mJy, reaching at z ∼ 2 IR luminosities of a
few times ∼ 1012 L (SFR about 350 M yr−1). A more
stringent upper limit can be obtained for the COSMOS
MIPS 24 µm data: the flux limit of these data is ∼ 80
µJy, which corresponds at z ∼ 2 to an SFR of about
150 M yr−1.
Summing up, 6 of our 10 galaxies have only weak or no
detection in the IR, 3 galaxies have no or not reliable IR
coverage, and 1 galaxy (ZC400528) has a clearly higher
UV+IR SFR than dust-corrected UV SFR. ZC400528
has a faint neighbor and also shows features that are
consistent with AGN activity, making the IR flux dif-
ficult to interpret. Nevertheless, we use UV+IR SFR
as a fiducial SFR estimate for this galaxy. Overall, we
conclude that, in our sample, there is no evidence for
substantially more star formation hidden by dust rela-
tive to what we infer from our dust-corrected, resolved
UV and Hα SFRs. This is consistent with the overall
sample properties shown in Section 2, where we show
that our galaxies are not very dusty. This gives us con-
fidence that correcting UV and Hα SFR profiles with
the UV-based dust attenuation profiles that we derive
in this paper will return reliable estimates of where, spa-
tially resolved within galaxies, most of the star-formation
activity is localized.
4.3. SFR from UV versus SFR from Hα
We compare the integrated SFR maps from UV and
Hα in Figure 5 (right panel). Since the Hα maps do not
extend over the full 3′′ aperture (see Figure 1) we have
to match the UV and Hα apertures and PSFs. We define
the Hα aperture by the pixels with signal-to noise ratio
(S/N) ≥ 3. Clearly, the measured SFR in this aperture
is not fully representative of the total SFR, but it is good
for the purpose of comparing the UV with the Hα SFR
map.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, correcting the Hα SFR
estimate for dust attenuation (AHα,gas; Equation 5) de-
pends on the adopted prescription. In Figure 5 we
show the SFRHα,map assuming f = 0.44 and f = 0.70.
Overall, the SFRs estimated from UV and Hα agree
well. The average log-difference between SFRUV,map
and SFRHα,map is 0.21
+0.05
−0.13 dex and −0.06+0.07−0.14 dex for
f = 0.44 and f = 0.70, respectively. The SFRHα,map
with f = 0.70 slightly underpredicts the SFRUV,map val-
ues, while the SFRHα,map with f = 0.44 slightly over-
predicts the SFRUV,map values. We use f = 0.70 as our
fiducial conversion factor for the rest of the paper.
It is actually unclear whether the UV and the Hα SFRs
must be the same since they probe different timescales.
In particular, as discussed in Section 3.1, Hα probes
mainly ∼ 107 yr old stars, while the UV-derived SFR is
somewhat sensitive to the SFH over a ∼ 10 times longer
interval. Overall, considering the uncertainty from the f -
factor together with the possibility of probing the SFRs
on different timescales, we find that our Hα SFR with
both f = 0.44 and f = 0.70 are in the same ballpark as
expectations from the UV SFRs.
4.4. PSF-corrected Dust Attenuation Radial Profiles
To study the variation of extinction within galaxies, we
used the rest-frame FUV and NUV (observed B- and I-
band) images to construct a 2D (FUV−NUV) color map
for each galaxy, following a similar procedure to that used
Tacchella et al. (2015b) for estimating the mass surface
density distribution from the J − H color map. Since
the FUV and NUV observations have different PSFs, we
cross-convolved each passband with the PSF of the other
passband. To increase the S/N of the color maps in the
outer regions of galaxies, where the flux from the sky
background is dominant, we performed an adaptive local
binning of pixels using a Voronoi tessellation approach,
using the publicly available code of Cappellari & Copin
(2003). These color maps are then converted to AV maps
using Equation A1, which are shown in Figure 6.
In order to compute the PSF-corrected AV profiles, we
measure the 1D profiles in elliptical apertures with the
same ellipticity and center as obtained by the rest-frame
optical (observedH-band) image GALFIT fits (Tacchella
et al. 2015b). At each radius, the profile value consists
of the median of all AV at that radius. Taking the mean
instead of the median does not change the profiles. Fur-
thermore, using the B- and I-band light profiles to derive
the color and then the AV profiles also produces similar
results.
These 1D AV profiles were then fitted with a Se´rsic
(1968) profile taking into account each galaxy’s PSF. We
choose to use a Se´rsic function for modeling the AV pro-
files simply as a mathematical representation of the data
and because the three free parameters in the Se´rsic func-
tion give a high flexibility. Although the AV profiles are
shallower than the typical galaxy surface brightness pro-
files (and also the SFR and stellar mass surface density
profiles), they are still well described by a Se´rsic profile.
In order to correct the profiles for deviation from the
best-fit single Se´rsic model, we derive the residual profile
and add this to the best-fit deconvolved Se´rsic model, to
derive the residual-corrected profiles (Figure 6). Overall,
the PSF-convolved model reproduces the data well, with
differences . 0.2 mag.
A center of a galaxy must be chosen for constructing
a radial profile. We have extensively discussed the in-
fluence on the profiles of choosing different centers in
Tacchella et al. (2015b), since it sets the foundation
for the physical interpretation. In particular, we have
highlighted the differences between dynamical, mass-
weighted, and light-weighted (rest-frame optical light)
centers. For most galaxies, these centers agree with each
other (differences are . 0.4 kpc, i.e. . 1 pixel), and
we assume the mass-weighted center as our fiducial cen-
ter. An exception is galaxy ZC406690, which shows a
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Figure 6. Derivation of the azimuthally averaged dust attenuation AV profiles. For each galaxy, the top panel shows the AV map. The
red ellipses show the apertures used to construct the azimuthally averaged profile and the contours show the mass distribution. The middle
panels show the AV profiles: the data points with error bars indicate the measured values directly from the AV map, while the thin and
thick green lines show the PSF-corrected and PSF-convolved profiles, respectively. The bottom panels show the difference between the
data and the PSF-convolved profiles. The PSF-corrected profiles describe the data well with less than 0.2 mag difference, which is within
the estimated uncertainty.
clumpy morphology and for which the center is ambigu-
ous. The kinematic center lies in the center of a ring-like
structure, on which the field of view of SINFONI IFU
is centered. The center of mass lies about 5 kpc to the
east, on the largest clump visible in Figure 1. For this
galaxy, we assume the dynamical center determined from
the Hα kinematics in order to be consistent with previ-
ous studies (e.g., Genzel et al. 2014b,a; Fo¨rster Schreiber
et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015b,a;
Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2018) and to be able to compare
the UV and Hα emission on scales out to ∼ 10 kpc.
Figure 7 shows the individual and stacked AV profiles
as well as AHα profiles. The top panels of Figure 7 show
substantial galaxy-to-galaxy variations in the attenua-
tion profiles. The variation in attenuation at a given
radius (physical or scaled) amounts to about 1.5 mag for
different galaxies. Most galaxies show increasing attenu-
ation profiles within the inner 5 kpc toward the centers,
while however a few show the opposite trend. These dif-
ferences reflect different SFR profiles, as most of the star-
formation can happen in star-forming clumps in, near or
far away from the galaxy centers.
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Figure 7. Average dust attenuation profiles. Left panels show the average profiles with radius in physical units of kpc, and right panels
show the average profiles in units of radius normalized by the half-mass radius (RM). In the top panels, the thin gray lines show the
individual AV profiles, highlighting the substantial variety of the attenuation profile from galaxy to galaxy. The green solid lines indicate
the average AV profiles with their 1σ scatter. The error bar indicates the 0.4 mag uncertainty stemming from the UV color to AV conversion
due to stellar population variations. The middle panels show in cyan and orange the average AV profiles for the lower- and higher-mass
galaxies, respectively. The average AV profile increases toward to the center. The bottom panels show the inferred dust attenuation toward
HII regions (AHα) averaged over all galaxies. The solid lines show the inferred AHα profiles assuming different conversion prescriptions (see
legend). The dashed line indicates the recent measurements from the Balmer decrement for a stack of galaxies with log M?/M = 9.8−11.0
at z ∼ 1.4 (Nelson et al. 2016a).
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The stacked profile shows that galaxies have on av-
erage an attenuation profile that rises toward the cen-
ter to ∼ 1.8 mag, with a significant amount of dust
attenuation (∼ 0.6 mag) out to 10 kpc. Wuyts et al.
(2012) found a similar decline in star-forming galaxies
with M? > 10
10 M at 0.5 < z < 1.5, but no explicit
radial profiles were presented. Furthermore, these rather
weak radial trends agree with local SFGs, where contin-
uum extinction was found from ∼ 1.3 mag to ∼ 0.8 mag
from the center to the optical radius R25 (Mun˜oz-Mateos
et al. 2009).
Splitting our sample into two mass bins (10.0 <
log M?/M < 11.0 and 11.0 < log M?/M < 11.5), we
find that there is not a large difference between the two
mass bins. As a way of quantifying the slopes and nor-
malizations of the attenuation profiles, we parametrise
them with a two-component Se´rsic fits (without implying
that this specific profile shape bears any physical mean-
ing for the diagnostic in question). The outer (or ‘disk’)
component has an n ≈ 0.3 − 0.4 and Re ≈ 8 kpc for
both mass bins; the inner (or ‘bulge’) components dif-
fer instead for the high- and low-mass bins, yielding re-
spectively n ≈ 0.5 and Re ≈ 1.0 kpc, and n ≈ 0.8 and
Re ≈ 1.7 kpc.
Figure 7, bottom panels, show the median dust atten-
uation of the ionized gas at Hα, AHα. For converting
the AV profiles to AHα profiles we use the procedure de-
scribed in Section 3.3 and in particular Equation 5. Note
that, by construction, using f = 0.44 (or, similarly, the
prescription of Wuyts et al. 2013) increases of ∼ 0.5 mag
the attenuation for nebular line regions at Hα relative to
the stellar continuum at V; for f = 0.70 the difference
amounts instead to about −0.2 mag.
We compare our profiles with the results of Nel-
son et al. (2016a) at z ∼ 1.4, which are based on
a Balmer decrement analysis of the stack of several
hundred 3D-HST galaxies with masses in the range of
109.8 − 1011.0 M, a sample that is much more repre-
sentative than our sample of 10 galaxies, albeit at lower
redshift (see also Nelson et al. 2016b for a discussion on
the SFR profiles in these galaxies). The key finding of
3D-HST analysis is that M? = 10
9.8 − 1011 M galax-
ies have high central dust attenuation. In more detail,
their average AHα profile exhibits a sharp peak in the
galaxy center but it is nearly transparent beyond 2 kpc.
In the central ∼ 1 kpc region, the AHα estimates roughly
agree, while the radial trend from the Balmer decrement
analysis is much steeper than our slowly declining pro-
files. The Balmer decrement is measured at longer wave-
lengths than our estimate that comes from the UV and
thus it probes higher optical depths. We measure sim-
ilar attenuation values in the central kiloparsec region.
The differences of the profiles at 2−3 kpc are difficult to
interpret, also because the uncertainties are larger. One
could argue for a gradient in the additional dust atten-
uation toward the star-forming region (i.e. f = 0.44 in
the central part, while f = 1.0 in the outskirts). Follow-
ing the discussion by Wang et al. (2017), this difference
in inferred AHα profile could reflect blending the [N II]
and Hα in the HST grism data, in appropriate SFH as-
sumptions, and different stacking methods (f.e. Nelson
et al. 2016a is normalizing by F140W flux; hence, high
equivalent width regions are more highly weighted, lead-
ing to a decrease the inferred attenuation). Nelson et al.
(2016a) considered [N II] contamination but concluded
that it does not affect their results even if there was an
[N II]/Hα gradient as steep as in local SFGs. Overall,
it is unlikely that the full difference can be explained
by such tweaks. Spatially resolved maps of the Balmer
decrement and the UV color in combination with submil-
limeter dust maps of individual galaxies will shed more
light on this in the future.
4.5. Radial Star-Formation Rate Density Profiles
With the dust attenuation maps and profiles in hand,
we are now able to correct the radial SFR density pro-
files, improving on the analysis of Tacchella et al. (2015a)
where a uniform dust attenuation correction throughout
the galaxy was applied to the Hα flux. In this section,
we present the SFR profiles and how they are affected by
different dust attenuation corrections.
In Figure 8 we present the radial Hα and UV SFR
surface density profiles. We derive the radial SFR surface
density profiles in the same way as the aforementioned
dust attenuation profiles (see Section 4.4).
Overall, there is a large diversity in the SFR profile
shapes. Although on average SFR surface density pro-
files are well represented by an exponential star-forming
disk of different sizes, there is richness of behavior in
the individual profiles. Some galaxies have steeper pro-
files (ZC400528 and ZC412369) or flatter profiles due to
bumpy features in the outskirts. The bumpy features
can be explained by star-forming clumps in the galaxies’
outskirts. Two exceptional galaxies are Q2346-BX482
and ZC406690, which show nearly flat or even increas-
ing SFR density profiles toward the outskirts. Galaxy
Q2346-BX482 has several star-forming clumps at similar
galactocentric distances that together surpass the SFR
density in the center (see Figure 1). Galaxy ZC406690
shows a reduction in the SFR density in the center. The
SFR density peaks at ∼ 5 kpc. As mentioned before, this
signature must be interpreted with care. We adopted as
our fiducial center the kinematic center. Using instead
the mass-weighted center (which also coincides with the
peak of SFR) would make the profile centrally peaked,
i.e. there would be no reduction in SFR toward the cen-
ter.
We measure a typical inner (< 1 kpc) SFR den-
sity of ΣSFR,1kpc ≈ 2 − 12 M yr−1 kpc−2 for
the more massive galaxies in our sample (11.0 <
log M?/M < 11.5; namely, ZC400569, ZC400528,
Q2343-BX610, and D3A15504), while the lower-mass
galaxies (10.0 < log M?/M < 11.0) have ΣSFR,1kpc ≈
0.3− 3 M yr−1 kpc−2. In the lower-mass bin, we have
excluded ZC412369 with M? ≈ 3 × 1010 M which is a
merger, causing probably the enhanced SFR in the cen-
ter of ΣSFR,1kpc ≈ 20 M yr−1 kpc−2. These quoted
ΣSFR,1kpc can be considered as upper limits (in particu-
lar of the most massive galaxies in our sample) because of
the age-dust degeneracy that would lead us to infer high
attenuation values for galaxies with prominent, nearly
quiescent bulges.
Focusing now on the difference between Hα and UV
SFR density profiles, we find overall good agreement be-
tween the estimators. As highlighted in Section 4.3, the
difference in the overall normalization between Hα and
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Figure 8. Radial SFR surface density profiles. Each panel shows the profiles for an individual galaxy. The khaki, red, and blue lines
indicate the SFR estimated from Hα with f = 0.44, Hα with f = 0.70, and UV, respectively. The dashed and solid lines show the SFR
profiles assuming a uniform dust screen and the radial AV profiles from Figure 7, respectively. The UV and Hα (especially with f = 0.70)
SFR profiles agree within the uncertainty. The error bar in the second panel indicates the typical systematic error on the inferred SFR
(≈ 0.3 dex, i.e. including IMF variations). Our galaxies have SFR densities in their centers of 0.3− 20 M yr−1 kpc−2. Several galaxies
have SFR density peaks in their outskirts that arise from heavily star-forming clumps. Since most of the attenuation profiles are rising
toward the centers, the SFR profiles using the radial-dependent AV correction are more centrally concentrated than the SFR using the
uniform AV correction.
UV SFRs depends on the f -factor. The Hα and UV
SFRs agree more with f = 0.70 than with f = 0.44.
Since the overall normalization difference between Hα
and UV is mainly determined by the dust prescription,
it may be more compelling to analyze the difference in
the profile shapes. For most galaxies, there are small
differences in the profile shape. Some galaxies show
steeper SFR profiles in Hα than in UV (D3A15504,
ZC400569, ZC405226), while others show the contrary
(Q2343-BX610, ZC400528, ZC405501, ZC407302). More
concentrated UV profiles may indicate the progression of
the star formation toward to the outskirts.
Finally, we can also quantify the difference between us-
ing the radially varying AV profiles and using a uniform
AV value (fiducial assumption in the work of Tacchella
et al. 2015a) for correcting the SFR density for dust at-
tenuation. In Figure 8 these two different dust correc-
tions are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively.
Since the AV profiles are increasing toward the centers,
it is understandable that correcting the SFR density by
those profiles leads to more centrally concentrated SFR
density profiles than when using a uniform AV value. In
two cases (Q2343-BX610 and ZC405501), the AV pro-
files are so steep that the SFR density profiles reverse,
i.e. they are increasing toward the center with the radi-
ally varying AV profiles, while they are decreasing with
the uniform AV value.
5. DISCUSSION
We discuss in this section some implications for rela-
tive disk versus bulge growth. In particular, we interpret
our empirical results specifically in the framework of our
previous observational and numerical work.
5.1. The making of massive spheroids on the z ∼ 2
star-forming Main Sequence
The SFR profiles presented in Section 4.5 inform us
on the location where z ∼ 2 SFMS galaxies sustain their
high SFRs. However, the newly formed stars might be,
in principle, a negligible contribution to the local stel-
lar mass density relative to the stellar density already in
place. To understand whether these galaxies are caught
in the act of changing their structural classification prop-
erties (i.e. by increasing their central mass concentration,
thereby forming their bulge components, or increasing
their stellar mass density at large radii, thereby growing
the sizes of their disk components) we switch to a diag-
nostic that is able to trace the change in shape of the
stellar mass profiles, i.e. the sSFR profile defined as
sSFR(r) = ΣSFR(r)/ΣM(r) (6)
where ΣSFR is the SFR surface density profile and ΣM
is the stellar mass surface density profile. With our def-
inition of stellar mass as the integral of the past SFR,
sSFR gives directly the inverse of the mass e-folding (i.e.
roughly the mass-doubling) timescale.
These sSFR profiles are shown in Figure 9. The top
and bottom panels show the sSFR based on the UV and
Hα SFR, respectively. We show the individual profiles
and the stacked profiles in mass bins given by 10.0 <
log M?/M < 11.0 and 11.0 < log M?/M < 11.5.
There is a wide range of shapes in the individual pro-
files, especially in the innermost and outermost regions,
but the overall trend is that lower-mass galaxies have on
average flat sSFR profiles, and high-mass galaxies have
centrally suppressed sSFR profiles. The Hα and the UV
SFR tracers agree well with each other and reproduce
this same result.
Most importantly, these results stand true not only
when adopting the radially constant attenuation profiles
but also with the newly derived radially varying dust at-
tenuation corrections. Quantitatively, there are of course
differences. Most evident is the difference in the lower-
mass bin for the UV-based profiles: the radially constant
dust correction gives an outward-increasing sSFR profile;
introducing the measured radial dependence for the dust
correction leads to a flat sSFR profile. A flat sSFR pro-
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Figure 9. The sSFR profiles from UV (top) and Hα (assuming f = 0.70; bottom) are shown as a function of radius in physical units
(left) and scaled by the half-mass radius RM (right). The color coding shows the two mass bins. The error bar in the bottom right panel
indicates the typical systematic error on the inferred sSFR at sSFR = 1 Gyr−1 (≈ 0.4 dex, i. e. including variations of the IMF). The
thin lines show the individual galaxies, while the solid and dashed lines show the average profiles dust-corrected respectively using the
radially-varying attenuation profiles and the uniform dust screen model. The radially-varying attenuation correction increases the sSFR
in the central regions, but there is only little change in the overall sSFR profiles’ shapes. Nevertheless, in massive galaxies these profiles
remain centrally-suppressed relative to the galaxies outskirts.
file is also what is observed in Hα, which emphasizes the
importance of implementing the radial-dependent dust
correction to the UV indicators in order to bring the two
to agreement. Furthermore, the error bar in the lower
right panel of Figure 9 indicates the systematic uncer-
tainty on the measured sSFR: the largest contribution
comes from the UV (Hα) to SFR conversion coefficient
(variations from the IMF and stellar library), but also
incorporates the uncertainty from the dust attenuation
estimation. Even in the light of this large and generously
estimated uncertainty, the decline of the sSFR toward the
central region is evident. Furthermore, the central sSFR
values can be considered as upper limits (in particular
of the most massive galaxies in our sample) because of
the age-dust degeneracy that would lead us to infer high
attenuation values for galaxies with prominent, nearly
quiescent bulges.
The fact that lower-mass galaxies have flat sSFR pro-
files and high-mass galaxies have centrally suppressed
sSFR profiles, even when radial variations of dust at-
tenuation are accounted for, is a result of significance: it
confirms that, below the mass scale of ∼ 1011 M, SFGs
on the SFMS at z ∼ 2 are vigorously doubling their stel-
lar mass at a similar pace in their inner (‘bulge’) and
outer (‘disk’) regions. In contrast, (at least some of) the
most massive of them sustain their high SFRs in their
outer disks and host almost-quenched inner ‘bulges’, as
already pointed out in Tacchella et al. (2015a). This
agrees well with the observations that, at all epochs,
SFGs grow on an almost time-independent correlation
between stellar density within the central kiloparsec and
total stellar mass (dubbed “structural main sequence”
by Barro et al. 2017), until they reach a mass of order
∼ 1011 M when quenching intervenes (Peng et al. 2010;
Tacchella et al. 2015a).
More in detail, at log M?/M < 11.0 we measure
on average an sSFR value of < sSFR >≈ 3 Gyr−1,
which is consistent with the sSFR value of the SFMS
at z ∼ 2.2 (a mass-doubling time of 0.3 Gyr) at this
mass scale (e.g., Rodighiero et al. 2014; Whitaker et al.
2014; Schreiber et al. 2015). In contrast, the higher-mass
galaxies log M?/M > 11.0 have on average sSFR val-
ues that range from < sSFRout >≈ 2 Gyr−1 at large
radii (& 4 kpc or & 1 RM), again consistent with the
SFMS estimates quoted above, to nearly one order of
magnitude lower, < sSFRin >≈ 0.1 − 0.4 Gyr−1 in the
inner bulge regions. So even though the SFR profiles are
centrally peaked, the sSFR profiles drop at the centers.
This low inner sSFR value implies a mass-doubling time
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of ∼ 2.5 − 10.0 Gyr, which is comparable to or larger
than the Hubble time at z ∼ 2. The star-formation ac-
tivity that is taking place in the centers of these galaxies
will therefore not significantly increase the central stellar
mass density in these systems: their dense bulge compo-
nents are already in place, as also argued in Tacchella
et al. (2015a). Similarly, Jung et al. (2017) find evidence
for reduced sSFRs in the centers of massive galaxies at
z ∼ 4. The direct comparison of the UV- and Hα-based
sSFR profiles shows not only a qualitative but also a
quantitative agreement for the values above.
Our findings for the sSFR profiles also have implica-
tions for the evolution of the size-mass relation of galax-
ies and for identifying the main physical drivers behind
this evolution. The fact that at masses below and above
log M?/M ∼ 11.0 the radial sSFR profiles are, respec-
tively, flat and outward increasing is overall consistent
with studies of the average size growth of the SFG pop-
ulation. In the log M?/M < 11.0 mass regime, find
a slower evolution with cosmic time, and a shallower
slope for the mass-size relation at any epoch, relative to
the higher-mass population (e.g., Shen et al. 2003; Franx
et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008; Cassata et al. 2013;
Cibinel et al. 2013; Mosleh et al. 2011; Newman et al.
2012; Carollo et al. 2013; Belli et al. 2014; van der Wel
et al. 2014a).
As shown in Tacchella et al. (2015a), these galaxies
have saturated their stellar mass densities within several
kiloparsecs to the values that are observed in the z = 0
spheroid population of similar mass. The key result that
we report in this paper is that obscuration by dust is not
responsible for the low sSFR in their cores and thus the
quantification of their inner sSFR, which demonstrates
that only a negligible amount of mass will be added to
their inner regions in their subsequent evolution. This,
together with the fact that they are massive and cannot
keep forming stars for long in order to avoid dramati-
cally overshooting the highest observed masses of lower-
redshift galaxies (Renzini 2009), implies that these galax-
ies, which will soon leave the SFMS to reach their final
resting place on the quenched sequence, will do so bring-
ing with them, already in place, the high inner stellar
densities that we identify with the ∼ 1011 M spheroid
population in the local universe. Direct quenching from
the SFMS to the red and dead cloud should be no surprise
at the mass scales that we are discussing. Indeed, the
bulk of the spheroid population around M? ∼ 1011M
shows all signs of a highly dissipative formation history,
i.e. disky isophotes (Bender et al. 1988), cuspy nu-
clei (Faber et al. 1997), outer disks (Rix et al. 1999),
generally a high degree of rotational support (Cappel-
lari 2016), and steep metallicity gradients (Carollo et al.
1993). Also at z ∼ 1− 2, there is growing evidence that
quiescent galaxies are disk-like and rotating (van der Wel
et al. 2014b; Chang et al. 2013; van de Sande et al. 2013;
Newman et al. 2015; Toft et al. 2017). We note that
this is in contrast with the ultramassive spheroid popu-
lation at M? >> 10
11M: such ultramassive spheroids
are very rare and, as already commented in the Introduc-
tion (see references there and also Faisst et al. 2017), bear
the clear signs that dissipationless processes such as dry
mergers must characterize their assembly (see Carollo
et al. 2013; Fagioli et al. 2016 for extensive discussions on
the M? ∼ 1011M mass threshold separating quenched
spheroids with dissipative properties from more massive
counterparts with dissipationless properties).
The evidence for a direct quenching channel of ∼
1011 M galaxies from the SFMS to the quenched pop-
ulation supports the picture in which, at any epoch, the
universe keeps adding, to the red and dead population,
quenched galaxies that inherit the properties – includ-
ing the sizes – of their progenitors on the SFMS (Carollo
et al. 2013; Fagioli et al. 2016). Since SFG sizes are seen
to roughly scale similarly to the host halos with (1+z)−1
(Oesch et al. 2010; Mosleh et al. 2011; Newman et al.
2012; Somerville et al. 2017), this ‘progenitor bias’ effect
(van Dokkum & Franx 1996), i.e. the addition of larger
and larger quenched galaxies to the overall population,
becomes therefore a major contribution to the observed
size growth of the quenched population with cosmic time.
The smaller sizes at any given epoch of quenched galaxies
relative to SFGs have been shown to be well explained
precisely by the cumulative effects of progenitor bias that
piles on the quenched population earlier generations of
SFGs (Lilly & Carollo 2016), coupled with the fading
of the stellar populations in the disks, once also these
outer galactic components exhaust their star-formation
activity (Carollo et al. 2016).
5.2. Evidence for bulge and disk growth on the upper
and lower envelope of the SFMS
With dust-corrected sSFR profiles in hand, we can turn
to asking whether these show any difference depending
on where the galaxies lie on the SFMS, not simply ‘along’
the sequence, i.e. as a function of stellar mass (discussed
before), but ‘across’ the sequence, i.e. above and below
the SFMS ridgeline. Numerical simulations make predic-
tions on what happens to a galaxy as it grows its mass
along the SFMS, with observational consequences, which
we can test with our data. In particular, Tacchella et al.
(2016b) find that, in cosmological zoom-in hydrodynam-
ical simulations (i.e. the VELA suite of Ceverino et al.
2014), SFGs oscillate up and down the average SFMS,
reaching the upper envelope when gas vigorously flows
toward the galaxy centers, where it reaches very high
densities. This phase, dubbed ‘compaction’ in Zolotov
et al. (2015) (see also Tacchella et al. 2016a,b), leads to
a strong central starburst; it is this starburst that pushes
galaxies toward the upper SFMS envelope. The starburst
adds substantial stellar mass in the galaxy centers, i.e. to
the bulge component. Following the compaction phase,
SFGs deplete of gas in the centers owing to the combi-
nation of gas consumption into stars and strong outflows
from stellar feedback. This indeed halts the compaction
phase and push galaxies down toward the lower envelope
of the SFMS.
In particular, we are now going to interpret our results
in the framework discussed by Zolotov et al. (2015) and
Tacchella et al. (2016a,b). The testable prediction of
this scenario is that the spatial distribution of the sSFR
within galaxies should correlate with their position on
the SFMS: galaxies above (below) the SFMS ridge should
have a higher (lower) sSFR in their centers than in their
outskirts.
In Figure 10 we plot the ratio of the sSFR in the centers
and in the outskirts (sSFRin/sSFRout) as a function of
the distance from the SFMS (∆MS). The distance from
the SFMS is defined as the log-difference of the sSFR of
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Figure 10. Ratio of the sSFR in the galaxies’ centers and out-
skirts (sSFRin/sSFRout) as a function of the distance from the
SFMS. The top panel shows sSFRin/sSFRout in physical units (‘in’
measured in the 0− 3 kpc range, and ‘out’ in the 3− 8 kpc range);
the bottom panel shows the same quantities computed in radial
ranges normalized to half-mass radius, RM (respectively, within
0− 1 RM and 1− 3 RM). The circles and squares show the sSFR
estimated from Hα (f = 0.70) and UV, respectively. The color
coding shows the total stellar mass. The red hatched region indi-
cates observations by Barro et al. (2016, see text for details). The
error bar in the top panel on the left side indicates the systematic
uncertainty (including variations of the IMF). The overall trend
for an sSFRin & sSFRout at the upper envelope of the SFMS, and
vice versa at its bottom envelope, is also found in cosmological
simulation and there is seen to happen as a result of bulge-forming
‘compaction’ (upper envelope) and disk-forming central depletion
(lower envelope) events (Tacchella et al. 2016b).
the galaxy to the one of the average SFMS, for which we
use a simple linear fit to our sample. The latter agrees
well with the SFMS estimates of, e.g., Whitaker et al.
(2014) and Schreiber et al. (2015). For the SFR of the
SFMS we adopt the total UV+IR SFR that we discuss
in Section 4.2. To separate the ‘center’ and ‘outskirts’
of the galaxies, we use two different definitions, one in
terms of an absolute physical threshold in radius, and
the other in terms of radius normalized by the half-mass
radius RM. We plot in the top panel the inner vs. outer
sSFR ratio as a function of radius in physical units in
kpc, specifically adopting a 3 kpc threshold to separate
inner and outer regions. In the bottom panel we plot
instead the same ratio as a function of normalized radius,
specifically adopting 1 RM as the separating threshold.
Overall, we observe that galaxies in our sample that lie
above the average SFMS (∆MS > 0.0) have a higher or
at least comparable sSFR in their centers than in their
outskirts (sSFRin & sSFRout); in contrast, we observe
the opposite for galaxies below the average SFMS. This
result is robust, and our conclusions do not change when
using both physical and normalized units, or when vary-
ing the boundaries of the definition of ‘center’ and ‘out-
skirts’.
Of course, we must exercise care in commenting on this
trend, since our galaxy sample is small, and even smaller
are thus the below- and above-SFMS subsamples that
we are studying. Our (small) sub-SFMS galaxy sample
is furthermore dominated by the most massive galaxies
(M? & 1011 M), which are most probably on the way
to being quenched. The sSFR ratio vs. ∆MS relation
is, however, not solely driven by stellar mass. The trend
of higher sSFR in the center vs outskirt depends more
strongly on the distance from the main-sequence ridge-
line than on stellar mass: the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient is R = 0.44 (0.56) for UV (Hα) sSFR ratio versus
distance from the main sequence and R = −0.09 (−0.27)
for UV (Hα) sSFR ratio versus stellar mass.
We have highlighted in Section 2.1 that our sample
traces the SFMS, but we do not probe the massive and
dusty SFGs in the upper right corner of the UV J dia-
gram, which may partially be due to small number statis-
tics in addition to our sample selection criteria. Massive,
dusty SFGs and therefore IR-bright galaxies have been
recently studied with ALMA by Barro et al. (2016) and
Tadaki et al. (2017). Tadaki et al. (2017) show that their
galaxies lie on extrapolation of the Whitaker et al. (2014)
low-mass SFMS; however, we note that they are actually
located on the upper envelope of the SFMS when the
bending at high masses of the SFMS – as observed by
Whitaker et al. (2014) – is taken into account. Further-
more, these galaxies appear to be actively star-forming
in their central regions, i.e. the sSFR profiles are ris-
ing toward the center. The region in Figure 10 occupied
by the corresponding profiles of Barro et al. (2016) is
shown as the red hatched area. This is consistent with
the framework presented here, where galaxies at the up-
per envelope of the SFMS are experiencing a dusty nu-
clear starburst and are doubling their mass quicker in
their centers than in their outskirts.
Although our SINS/zC-SINF and the ALMA samples
are selected very differently, are small, and are not rep-
resentative of the whole SFG population at z ∼ 2, a co-
herent picture emerges when combining the results pre-
sented here and in Barro et al. (2016) and Tadaki et al.
(2017). These observations are consistent with galax-
ies growing their inner bulge and outer disk regions as
found in the simulations, where they appear to oscillate
about the average SFMS in cycles of central gas com-
paction, which leads to bulge growth, and subsequent
central depletion due to feedback from the starburst re-
sulting from the compaction (Zolotov et al. 2015; Tac-
chella et al. 2016a,b).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
As highlighted in the Introduction, the spatially re-
solved dust attenuation distribution in high-z galaxies
still is poorly understood owing to the scarcity of em-
pirical constraints. However, it can have a significant
impact not only on the inferred star formation distribu-
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tion of galaxies but also on the measurement of sizes and
shapes, the estimation of the stellar mass surface density,
the identification of star forming clumps, and the conver-
sion of the Hα luminosity to the gas surface density. In
this paper, we have therefore combined HST rest-frame
optical, NUV, and FUV imaging with VLT SINFONI AO
integral field spectroscopy in 10 massive SFMS galaxies
at z ∼ 2.2, all resolved on scales of ∼ 1 kpc, to derive 2D
distributions of dust attenuation from the UV slope β,
and thus dust-corrected SFRs as well as dust-corrected
UV and Hα SFR profiles. In particular, we assume that
SFRs derived from the attenuation-corrected UV lumi-
nosity are reliable in all but possibly a minority of cases
with extremely high attenuation. Moreover, we also as-
sume that the UV attenuation AUV can be used to derive
the attenuation at Hα (AHα), hence allowing us to con-
struct space-resolved SFR maps from locally corrected
Hα flux maps.
The radial profiles of dust attenuation AV vary sub-
stantially from galaxy to galaxy, but overall they show
a general trend to increase toward the galaxy centers, as
also found in other samples (Wuyts et al. 2012; Hemmati
et al. 2015; Nelson et al. 2016a; Wang et al. 2017). In
our work we find only a very weak dependence of the
AV profile’s shape on the total stellar mass, with more
massive galaxies showing a slightly higher attenuation
in their centers than lower-mass galaxies. Our sample
displays a relatively shallow gradient, leading to a sig-
nificant amount of dust attenuation out to large galacto-
centric distances: at ∼ 10 kpc, the average AV value is
≈ 0.6 mag.
We use these radial profiles of attenuation to correct
the radial profiles of SFR and sSFR, which we then inter-
pret more specifically in the framework of our previous
work, with a discussion of implications on relative disk
versus bulge growth. In particular, we find an impor-
tant trend for the sSFR profiles with stellar mass in our
sample. Our galaxies with masses below ∼ 1011 M are
on average doubling their stellar mass at a similar pace
in their inner and outer regions, indicating that they are
synchronously growing their ‘bulge’ and ‘disk’ regions.
This agrees well with the observations that, at all epochs,
SFGs on the SFMS grow on an almost linear correlation
between stellar density within the central kpc (Σ1) and
total stellar mass (M?) – until, as further discussed be-
low, they reach a mass of order ∼ 1011 M at which
they start their transition toward the quenched popula-
tion (see also Saracco et al. 2012; Tacchella et al. 2015a;
Barro et al. 2017; Tacchella et al. 2017).
At higher masses, at and above ∼ 1011 M, the galax-
ies in our sample show a reduced star-formation activity
in their centers with respect to their outskirts. The mass-
doubling time in the center of these galaxies exceeds the
Hubble time by about a factor of two (sSFR−1 > tH),
in agreement with the main result of Tacchella et al.
(2015a). Important to notice is that the central sSFR
values can be considered as upper limits because of the
age-dust degeneracy that would lead us to infer high at-
tenuation values for galaxies with prominent, nearly qui-
escent bulges. We interpreted such centrally depleted
sSFR profiles of massive galaxies as a signature of ‘inside-
out quenching’., but it is also consistent with ‘inside-out
growth’ of massive galaxies (as, e.g., in Nelson et al.
2016b; Lilly & Carollo 2016). It is important to em-
phasize that the observed central depression in sSFR in
our most massive galaxies rests on the assumption that
the UV slope β is entirely due to reddening, as opposed
to the prevalence of an old, passively evolving popula-
tion. Therefore, our central ΣSFR can be regarded as
upper limits, due to the mentioned age-reddening degen-
eracy. In any event, these centrally depressed sSFRs can
help the consistency of the evolution of the SFMS with
observed evolution of the cosmic SFR density (Renzini
2016).
By combining our observations with those by Barro
et al. (2016) and Tadaki et al. (2017), we find that galax-
ies above and below the average SFMS relation appear to
have respectively centrally enhanced and centrally sup-
pressed sSFRs, respectively. Similar trends have been
recently found in the local universe (Ellison et al. 2018;
Belfiore et al. 2017). This is consistent with a picture
suggested by numerical simulations where galaxies os-
cillate up and down with cosmic time relative to the
SFMS ridgeline, alternating phases of gas ‘compaction’
and bulge growth, followed by gas depletion and sup-
pressed star formation in the central regions (Tacchella
et al. 2016a,b).
In concluding, we emphasize strengths and weaknesses
of the present investigation. On the positive side, rest-
frame FUV, NUV, and optical HST imaging, together
with resolved Hα spectroscopy at a similar kiloparsec
resolution, gives us a unique dataset to learn about the
stellar mass distributions within galaxies and the locally
related dust-corrected SFR indicators from two indepen-
dent diagnostics. On the side of caveats, it is impor-
tant to remember the by-necessity simplified assump-
tions on dust distribution and properties that we dis-
cussed in the Introduction and in Section 3.4. Also, our
sample is limited to only 10 galaxies, which does not
probe the whole parameter space of the massive galaxy
population at z ∼ 2 (Figure 2). In particular, our sam-
ple does not include the most heavily obscured, mas-
sive galaxies. We also point out that, in order to obtain
the attenuation values AV and AHα, we have used av-
erage relations that are well suited for application to
large statistical studies of SFGs, but should be used
with caution on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis and on spa-
tially resolved scales. Finally, while the comparison with
IR-based SFR disfavors the presence of regions of total
obscurations in our sample, full proof of this will need
high-resolution imaging of the molecular gas and of the
continuum dust emission. Continued efforts combining
maps of UV, IR/submillimeter, and hydrogen recombi-
nation lines from JWST and NOEMA/ALMA will be
very important to make further progress on the key issue
of galaxy mass buildup.
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APPENDIX
A. DUST ATTENUATION PARAMETERS FROM
(FUV−NUV) COLOR
A.1. Conversion
We derive the (FUV−NUV)−AV and (FUV−NUV)−β
conversions in Figure 11 by generating a set of
model SEDs from Bruzual & Charlot (2003),
for six different metallicities (Z=0.0001, 0.0004,
0.004, 0.008, 0.02, and 0.05) and three different
SFHs (constant, exponentially rising, and expo-
nentially decreasing). The timescales used for the
rising and declining SFHs are respectively τ =
[−5000,−1000,−500,−50, 50, 250, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000]
Myr, respectively. Note that the negative sign indicates
rising SFHs. The stellar age is defined as the age since
the onset of star formation. We consider a minimum age
of 10 Myr and a maximum age of 3.5 Gyr (age of the
universe at z ∼ 2). We assume that the dust attenuation
is described by the Calzetti dust attenuation curve
(Calzetti et al. 2000), with AV varying from 0.0 to 6.0,
in steps of 0.05 between 0.0 and 4.0, in steps of 0.25
between 4.0 and 5, and in steps of 0.5 between 5.0 and
6.0. The intergalactic medium (IGM) is treated using
the Madau (1995) prescription. Redshifts vary between
2.0 and 2.5 in steps of 0.1.
As shown in the top panel of Figure 11, at a fixed
redshift we find a tight correlation between the observed
B428 − I814 color (approximately corresponding to the
rest-frame FUV-NUV color) and AV, with a small but
significant dependence on redshift (see middle and bot-
tom panels). These correlations are well approximated
with
AV =(2.36± 0.11) + (2.11± 0.01)× (B − I)zobs
− (4.11± 0.40)× log(1 + zobs)
− (1.78± 0.05)× log(1 + zobs)× (B − I)zobs ,
(A1)
where (B − I)zobs is the observed (B − I) color in mag
and zobs is the redshift of the observed galaxy.
For zobs = 2.2, we get
AV = (0.28±0.41)+(0.77±0.05)×(B−I)zobs=2.2 (A2)
similar to the expression suggested by Meurer et al.
(1999).
For each model SED, we calculated the UV slope (β)
by fitting the flux of the SED model as a function of
wavelength, using only those flux points that lie within
the 10 continuum windows given in Calzetti et al. (1994).
The typical formal uncertainty in β, when using the 10
aforementioned windows, is ∆β ≈ 0.1.
We find a tight correlation between the (FUV−NUV)
color and β, similar to above:
β =(0.41± 0.08) + (2.28± 0.01)× (B − I)zobs
− (5.03± 0.30)× log(1 + zobs)
− (1.86± 0.04)× log(1 + zobs)× (B − I)zobs .
(A3)
For zobs = 2.2, we get
β = (−2.13±0.31)+(1.34±0.04)×(B−I)zobs=2.2. (A4)
A.2. Stellar Population Parameters affecting the UV
Continuum Slope
In this section we investigate the effect of varying the
stellar population properties on the (FUV−NUV) color
(see also, e.g., Cortese et al. 2008; Wilkins et al. 2011).
In a first step, to compare the different effects, we take
a reference model about which we consider deviations in
the amount of dust, the previous SFH, metallicity, and
IMF. This reference model assumes 1 Gyr continuous star
formation, solar metallicity (Z = 0.02), a Chabrier (2003)
IMF, and no dust and is constructed using the Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) population synthesis model. As shown
in Figure 12 (see also Wilkins et al. 2011 for a similar
figure), this scenario suggests a rest-frame (FUV−NUV)
color of −0.14 mag.
By far the largest potential effect on the UV color of
SFGs is the presence of dust: changing AV = 0.0 →
0.5 mag results in ∆(FUV − NUV) ≈ 0.4 mag. The
strong wavelength dependence of typical (e.g., Calzetti
et al. 2000) reddening curves results in greater extinction
in the UV (relative to the optical or near IR) and the
reddening of UV colors. Therefore, reddening of the UV
colors provides a good diagnostic of the magnitude of
the dust attenuation. Next, we vary the second-order
stellar population parameter in order to constrain the
typical uncertainty that is related to estimating AV from
(FUV −NUV) color.
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Figure 11. Relations between dust attenuation (UV continuum
slope β and total attenuation at V AV) and observed color B428−
I814 (rest-frame FUV-NUV). Top panel: relation between β and
B428 − I814 for a large grid of different SED models at a fixed
redshift zobs = 2.2 and for a star-forming population (sSFR >
0.1 Gyr−1). The various curves plotted in colors are computed
from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models with solar metallicity and a
Chabrier (2003) IMF. Different colors are used for different SFHs: a
suite of exponentially declining and increasing SFRs with different
e-folding timescales, and constant SFR. Age increases along each
model curve from blue to red B428− I814 colors and low to high β.
The gray filled and white filled circles show the mean relationship
derived from solar and 1/5 solar metallicity models. Middle and
bottom panels: mean dependence of β and AV on B428 − I814 at
different redshifts (zobs = 2.0−2.5). Overall, the relations between
dust attenuation and the observed B428 − I814 are tight and have
a weak redshift dependence. Therefore, we use the B428 − I814 to
estimate the dust attenuation as given in Equations A3 and A1
(best-fitting relations).
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Figure 12. Overview of the factors influencing the observed
(B − I) color (rest-frame UV continuum slope). The horizontal
line denotes the (B− I) color inferred from the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) model assuming the default scenario: 1 Gyr previous contin-
uous star formation, solar metallicity (Z = 0.02), a Chabrier (2003)
IMF, and no dust. Variations in the metallicity, age, and IMF can
affect the (B − I) color by up to 0.3 mag, which translates into
change in the inferred dust attenuation parameter of . 0.3 mag.
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Figure 13. Effect of a single burst on the observed (B − I) color
(rest-frame UV continuum slope). The blue lines indicate the SFR
as a function of time (right axis), while the red lines show the
associated (B − I) color variation as a function of time. The solid
and dashed lines highlight the scenarios with a maximal SFR of
the burst of SFRburst = 50 M/yr and 100 M/yr, respectively.
The horizontal gray line denotes the (B−I) color inferred from the
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) model assuming the default scenario, as
already shown in Figure 12. At the onset of the burst, the (B− I)
color gets bluer by about 0.2 mag. On the other hand, the end of
the burst, the (B− I) color reddens significantly by about 0.3 mag
since the hottest / bluest stars leave the stellar main sequence first.
Variation in the SFH influences the (FUV−NUV) color
since, after prolonged periods of star formation, some
fraction of the most massive stars will have evolved off
the stellar main sequence, which reduces the relative con-
tribution of these stars to the UV continuum, resulting
in a redder color. For example, for a given total stel-
lar mass, reducing the age of a constantly star-forming
population by a factor of 10 (i.e., form 1 Gyr to 100
Myr), makes a color by ∆(FUV − NUV) ≈ −0.1 mag
bluer. Lowering the metallicity from Z = 0.02 → 0.004
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results in ∆(FUV−NUV) ≈ −0.1 mag. Finally, changing
the IMF from Chabrier (2003) to Salpeter (1955) makes
the color redder by a small amount (∆(FUV − NUV) =
0.01 mag) because Salpeter (1955) IMF is more bottom-
heavy.
In a second step, we quantify the variation of the
(B− I) color during a burst of star formation. In detail,
the SFR is kept constant at 10 M/yr for 3 Gyr. We
superimpose a burst of star formation at time 1.4 Gyr
with duration of 200 Myr. We analyze two scenarios:
in the first one, the peak SFR during the burst phase
is SFRburst = 50 M/yr, while in the second one it is
SFRburst = 100 M/yr. The SFHs are plotted as blue
lines in Figure 13.
Throughout this variation of the SFR, we compute
the associated colors with the same assumptions as for
our default scenario, i.e. solar metallicity (Z = 0.02), a
Chabrier (2003) IMF, and no dust. The obtained colors
are shown in red in Figure 13. After 1 Gyr, the (B − I)
color reaches a value of −0.14 AB mag, consistent with
our default scenario mentioned above. At the onset of the
burst, the (B − I) color gets bluer to a value of −0.33
AB mag (−0.43 AB mag) for SFRburst = 50 M/yr
(SFRburst = 100 M/yr). While the SFR is constant
during the burst phase, the (B − I) color exponentially
reddens again. Shortly (. 10 Myr) after the end of the
burst phase, the (B − I) color reddens significantly to
0.07 AB mag (0.19 AB mag) since the bluest and there-
fore most massive stars leave the stellar main sequence
first. The (B − I) color then gets bluer again.
Summarizing qualitatively, a significant increase in the
SFR leads to a bluer (B − I) color, while a reduction
in SFR leads to a redder (B − I) color, assuming con-
stant metallicity and dust content. Quantitatively, we
find that a single burst can lead to changes in the (B−I)
color of about 0.3 mag. Hence, for a given (B − I) color
(FUV−NUV color) we estimate the typical uncertainty
on AV due to stellar population differences to be at most
∼ 0.4 mag.
B. RELIABILITY OF SFR FROM IR
As mentioned in Section 4.2, there is the danger of
source confusion when using the IR to estimate the SFR.
To minimize this problem at the longest wavelengths (i.e.
λ & 100 µm), the 24 µm source detections are used as
priors. We check in this section the reliability of the
SFRIR+UV for ZC400528 and ZC407306, since both of
these galaxies have SFRIR+UV values that are signifi-
cantly larger than dust-corrected SFRUV values.
In Figures 14 and 15 we compare the Spitzer MIPS 24
µm with the HST WFC3 H-band images for ZC400528
and ZC407302, respectively. ZC407302 has a bright, low-
z neighbor that boosts the IR flux and therefore makes
the IR photometry of this galaxy unreliable. Hence,
throughout the paper, we have used as the fiducial SFR
the dust-corrected UV SFR estimate. ZC400528 has also
a neighboring galaxy, though this counterpart is much
fainter. In addition, ZC400528 shows a nuclear outflow,
[N II]/Hα ≈ 0.6, and the 1.4 GHz VLA radio data im-
ply an SFR≈ 790 M yr−1, all consistent with some
AGN activity (Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2014). However,
it is unclear how much an AGN could contribute to the
IR and radio measurements. Therefore, for this galaxy,
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Figure 14. Comparison of the Spitzer MIPS 24 µm image with
the HST WFC3 H-band image for galaxy ZC400528. North is up
in all panels. The left panel shows a 1.3′ × 1.0′ cutout of the 24
µm image. The top right panel shows a zoom-in (approximately
0.4′ × 0.3′) on the 24 µm image, which is marked with a red box
in the left panel. The bottom right panel shows the same region of
the HST H-band image. In all panels, the magenta lines indicate
the contours of the 24 µm flux map, and the cyan circle shows an
aperture of 3′′, centered on ZC400528. There is a close (projected
distance is about 1.′′54 ≈ 13 kpc) neighbor in the southeastern
region of ZC400528 that contributes to the 24 µm and therefore
also to the 100 µm flux, making the SFR100µm+UV difficult to
interpret.
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Figure 15. Same as Figure 14, but for galaxy ZC407302. The
24 µm detection clearly encompasses ZC407302 and the northern,
low-z counterpart seen in the HST image, which contaminates the
24µm flux and therefore makes the SFR24µm+UV unreliable.
we use as the fiducial SFR the UV+IR SFR estimate,
though further follow-ups are needed, i.e., with spatially
resolved dust continuum measurements.
